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A VLS Tradition:
THEODORE L. REIMEL MOOT COURT COMPETITION

by Mary Porter
At VLS the Reimel Moot Court Competi
tion has become an institution nearly as old
as the law school itself. The law school's
first Dean, Harold Gill Reuschlein, guided
the competition through itsearly years and
persuaded a member of the Supreme Court
of the United States to preside as Chief
Justice of the final competition each year.
Dean Reuschlein informed the Docket
that he was responsible for bringing the
competition to the attention of Judge Theo
dore L. Reimel, who then funded awards for
the participants and assisted with the com
petition whenever Dean Reuschlein re
quested help.
The Theodore L. Reimel Appellate Moot
Court Competition entered its twenty-fifth
year this Fall. As often happens with insti
tutions, many pass through its doors, bet
ter for the experience, but then leave
without any knowledge of the man and the
spirit behind the name. This, the silver an
niversary, brings a moment to reflect on
the person behind the institution.
Theodore L. Reimel was born in Phila
T/ie Hon. Theodore L. Reimel
delphia in 1903, and was married to Marie
Patricia Connor. He had two sons. In 1924
Judge Reimel was known for the active
he received an A.B. degree, cum laude,
interest he took in the careers of young
from Villanova University, and in 1928 he
lawyers attending school and beginning
received an LL.B. from Temple University
practice in the Philadelphia area. He main
School of Law. He was granted an Honor
tained a warm friendship with and an in
ary Degree of Doctor of Laws from Villan
terest in the career of the present Chief
ova University.
Justice of the Supreme Court of Pennsyl
Judge Reimel served on the bench of the
vania, Chief Justice Nix. Chief Justice Nix
Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia
was also a Villanova University alumnus.
from January 3, 1953, until his death in
Judge Reimel was active in the PhilaOctoberof 1973. Prior to his appointment to
the bench, he served~for%n years as~Assi^^^^ ^ards and holding memberships in a var
tanct District Attorney in Philadelphia, iety of organizations. He was President of
practiced law for an additional fifteen
the Law Academy of Philadelphia, a trustee
years, taught at Temple Law School and
of Villanova Univeristy, Director of the Mi
wrote many articles and several books on
chael Saxe Lawyers' Foundation and of
criminal law.
Temple University Law Center Founda-

tion and of the General Alumni Association
of Temple University. He was a member of
the Board of Consultors of Villanova Uni
versity Law School; the Vice-President of
the Pennsylvania Conference of State Trial
Judges; on the board of the Philadelphia
Judicial Council; and Chairman of the Re
ception Committee of The Union League of
Philadelphia. In addition, he was President
of the General Alumni of Villanova Univer
sity; Trustee of the State Industrial Home
for Women; President of Temple law
Alumni Association; President of Temple
University Down-Town Club, President of
St. Thomas More Society; Director of Law
yers' Club of Philadelphia; and ViceChairman of Committee of Censors and
Chairman of Committee on Unauthorized
Practice of the Law of the Philadelphia Bar
Association.
He was honored as a Fellow of the Inter
national Academy of Law and Science and
as a Master Knight of the Sovereign Mil
itary Order of Malta. He was the recipient
of the Loyalty Award of Villanova Club of
Philadelphia, the General Alumni Award of
Temple and the Distinguished Service
Award of the American Cancer Society.
In recalling the spirit of Judge Reimel, his
achievements told of his professional com

petence, dedication and boundless energy
but it was his colleagues and friends who
spoke of the person who achieved so much.
Their memories were recorded in a Memor
ial Service presided over by the Honorable
Benjamin R. Jones, Chief Justice of the Su
preme Court of Pennsylvania. On October
11, 1973, Joseph N. Bongiovanni, Jr., Esq.,
then the Chancellor of the Philadelphia
Bar, said, "He was then as he was from the
first time I knew him until the end — a
gentle man. He was patient, he attended to
his duties conscientiously and at the same
time, carried the honors which came to him
lightly and with grace. How well I re
member that in our social conversation he
never allowed me to address him except by
his first name."
Joseph L. Loughran, Esq. a fellow attor
ney said of Judge Reimel, "The things that
strike me as his most outstanding charac
teristics were his devotion to his country
and his dedication to his profession both as
a trial lawyer and as an outstanding Trial
Judge, his loyalty to the institutions of
which he was a member, Villanova Univer
sity, Temple University, St. Thomas More
Society, which he served and continued to
support right up until the time of his last
(Continued on page 10)

Police Car Ride-Along Program:
1 LS GET "RACE STREET BLUES > t
by J. Cheilik
Midnight. The eerie quiet of the lonely
boulevard is getting to you. The streets are
empty. The lights are dim. You cover your
eyes agianst the over-powering glare of
neon and scan thedarkalleysfor your man.
No sign of . . . wait! There he is, sprinting
up the block, his shadow merging with the
deserted cars and dissipating into the mist
rising from the streets. You jump into your
car and rev the engine . . . Tires squeal as
you pull away from the curb . . . zero to
fifty in 10 flat. You cut him off at 16th and
Pine and jump out of the car, .45 in hand.
"Against thewall, punk, and spread 'em!"
Yeah . . . Eastwood couldnt've done it any
better . . .

Well, o.k. You probably aren't going to
corner any hardcore criminals in dark al
leys. But if you're a first-year student, you
can spend a Friday evening riding in the
back seat of a Philadelphia Police Depart
ment Felon Squad Car, and maybe you'll
see one of the officers corner at^criminal.
Villanova's Police Car Ride-along Program
is your chance to make those criminal laws,
that you've been yawning over, come to life!
The rides will begin in October on select
Friday evenings; the hours are 6:00 p.m. to
2 a.m. Two students will ride in each squad
car. These students will have the opportun
ity to observe the basic (and occasionally
exciting) routine that the officers follow in
their district each night. Sound interest
ing? Maybe too good to be true? Well, it
isn't. But there are certain provisions to
take into qpnsideration. First, each student
must sign a waiver of liability releasing
the Philadelphia Police Department from
any legal responsibility or,liability. Second. .
each student is required to fill out a basic
personal information sheet which enables
the police to conduct a brief background
check. This is strictly for their own safety;
after all, would you want to ride around
with a possible ex-felon in your back seat?
If you're starting to have second thoughts
about the whole pr^ram. . . don't. No stu
dent has ever been injured in any way dur
ing the time this program has been prac
ticed at Villanova.
Preliminary organizational efforts for
the Ride-along are now under way. If you
think you may be interested or have any
questions concerning the program, please
contact Jill Cheilik (525-9961) if you are in
section A, or Fern Weiss (923-5696) if you
are in section B. All students are encour
aged to sign up for this highly educational
and exciting program.Just think: you may
be a witness to one of the biggest crime
busts ever!

Students hunt for jobs in the new Placement Center.

GAREY HALL GETS FACELIFT
by Greg Sharkey
During the summer of 1984 the corridors
at the Villanova Law School bore a striking
resemblance to the Atlantic City Express
way at rush-hour on a muggy Friday even
ing (in July).
The physical plant at VLS underwent
major changes between the end of last
spring's exams and the start of fall classes.
The four main areas affected by the facelift
include the Placement Office, the Pulling
Law Library, the Administration Office,
and the Legal Writing Instructors' Offices.
The Placement Center, which desper
ately needed more space, was moved from
across the hall to room 42. This room had
previously served as a storage space for the
housekeeping staff. "The move was needed
for both functional and aesthetic reasons,"
stated Associate Dean Garbarino. The aes
thetic changes to the new office include
new carpeting, new furniture, and an air
conditioning system. On the functional
side, the office now features a word proces
sor, and a more efficient filing system. It
also has adequate space to accomodate both
students using reference materials and hir
ing associates visiting the school. Accord
ing to Placement Director Virginia
Schuman, "The office has been set up and
designed as a placement office. There is a
much more efficient use of space."

Schuman feels there are two psychologi
cal reasons that explain why the new Place
ment Center is so important to students.
"The new office is symbolic of the Law
School's commitment to students in the
area of placement, which is vital. The cen
ter also tells employers that we care about
our students and their placement." Both
Schuman and Associate Dean Garbarino
are extremely pleased with the extensive
use of the new Placement Office so far this
year.
The Pulling Law Library was also a re
cipient of renovations. The entire main
floor of the library was re-carpeted, as were
the library offices. Perhaps the most wel
come improvement was the installation of
carpet to cover the stairs leading to the
lower stacks. In the past, the noise which
resulted from the continuous use of the
uncarpeted steps was distracting to stu
dents. Associate Dean Garbarino feels the
new carpet will help absorb ,noise, espe
cially in the stair area.
In addition to these changes, the Admin
istration Office was partitioned into three
smaller offices to better accomodate the
needs of the administrative workers.
"When everyone in the room was going
about a different job, it was hard toconcentrate because of constant interruptions,"
(Continued on page 10)
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The EDITORIAL
The nomination of a woman as the 1984 Democratic candidate for
Vice-President made history. And, when historians examine this year,
the other women who shared the hmelight with Geraldine Ferraro may
prove to have an even greater effect.
There are all those women who were brought out of the back rooms
and shined up for the press as proof of equal opportunities for Republican
women and minorities. Don't forget Jeanne Kirkpatrick, who appeared in
headlines again and again, or Anne Burford, who environmentalists
should thank for keeping Superfund and the EPA on the minds of con
cerned citizens. There is Sandra Day O'Connor on the Supreme Court.
Florida Senator Paula Hawkins put the focus on child abuse, and the
Women's Encampment for Peace continues to grind away at nuclear
armament in a sleepy town on Seneca Lake in upstate New York. Then
there; is Mary Evans, the Tennessee lawyer who could have been a yup
pie but instead became a fugitive from the law and received a cnmmal
sentence for helping her client escape from prison.
Women are showing up on the business and sports pages with predic
table regularity. Some, like Mary Decker in the Olympics, have top
billing. For better or for worse, women are making news by flexing their
newly found social and political freedom: the legacy of the femmists
movement. Women have arrived in the mainstream and with their arrival
have brought a variety of ideas and ideals. They are similar only in that
they are different. The world is beginning to see them as individuals first
and as women later.
So why do we need a 1984 Civil Rights Act.
Isn't the 1964 Civil Rights Act enough?
No not after the Supreme Court finished with it m their Grove City
College'decision in February. This decision held that Grove City College
need not provide equal treatment for women in all programs just because
the College gets federal funds in some programsor because their students
get federal financial aid.
And no, not after the failure of the Equal Rights Amendment. The
government still has the power to take away the advances towards
equality that women have achieved.
With the 1984 Civil Rights Act Congress tells the Supreme Court
that they really meant it back in the '60s when they said discrimination
on the basis of race, sex, national origin, age or physical handicap is illegal
and federal funds cannot subsidize any such discrimination. The bill
passed the House by a vote of 375-32 in June. It has bipartisan support
from 63 senators, who are cosponsoring it in the Senate and hoping for
passage before the legislature adjourns next week (and while the Presi
dent is still courting the women's vote).
For those female and minority students at VLS who still have doubts
about the need to continue the struggle for equality, take a look at
Philadelphia's six or seven largest law firms. On September 25,1984, the
Philadelphia Dailv News published employment figures by sex and race.
There were 24 female,six black and one hispanic partner among the total
group of 577 partners. Obviously, these figures reflect in part the relative
support of qualified lawyers with the requisite experience. And the
numbers are better for the younger associates: 27% are female. However,
the firms have done a super job of ignoring affirmative action, and the
figures are far from equal. They lag significantly behind the recent
proportions of females (35-50%) among law school graduates. These fig
ures strike where they hurt the most: right in the wallet.
If you feel altrustic and are willing to forego personal financial
rewards, remember you are joining the legal profession, and thereby
taking a key role in shaping our future as a society. You have this oppor
tunity as a woman or a minority because of the many Susan B. Anthonys
who spent the last century demanding opportunities for you. You owe a
debt, and there is a long way to go, baby.
If you are not interested in writing letters to your representatives in
the government, you can contribute here at VLS, where women and
minorities seem to remain an afterthought. Did you ever notice how the
BALSA, Women's Law Caucus and Student Services offices are all lined
up in the same discrete little row? It symbolizes much in the VLS environ
ment. At a meeting of the Women's Network, one of the members des
cribed VLS as a "twenty-three year old white, male law school." She only
forgot the docksiders and Izod. VLS has no written pregnancy policy and
no alternatives to the regular course of study to accommodate part-time
study for women and men with children or other obligations. Classroom
experiences are replete with examples of hypotheticals degrading to
women and blacks (in a few notable cases) and certain professors are
notorious for disparate treatment of these students. Aside from programs
sponsored by the women's groups, there are few opportunities to view
non-traditional role models who currently work in the legal profession.
Role models have been replaced by networks and mentors in the
sociologists reports, but if boils down to the same thing. There is no
substitution for empathy and common experience. Students must iden
tify with professors to take away a lasting image. Women now comprom
ise 50% of the VLS student body. VLS has only four full time female
faculty members, and one minority faculty member. This situation must
change and students must demand a change to make it happen.
Because overt discrimination has largely disappeared does not mean
women and minorities are treated equally at VLS. If equality is to be
achieved, all of us need to identify discrimination when it happens and
refuse to tolerate it at any level of society.
p

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:
Dear Docket:
I would like to respond to the letter or
Why do both Professors Cohen and TagThomas A. O'Keefe r^arding "Tacky Pol gart persist in making a 50 minute class 55
icy" in the May issue. I laud his efforts to minutes?
Kevin P. McKeown
promote free expression in the Law School.
At the same time, I believe that Villanova
need not fear comparison with other
BAR-BRI COURSES
schools on this score. His point that other
SEE: Karen Masterson, Jack Dodds,
big name law schools did not make it by
Ammie Martina, Joe Piscina, Sherry
walking softly in areas sensitive to wealthy
Olin, Jeff Sansweet, Rita Radostitz, Mike
benefactors may have been incorrect.
Muscatello, Joe O'Dea, or Chris Chur
For example, I wish to bring to his atten
chill.
tion the case of Dr. Scott Nearing, whose
Sign up before October 31, 1984
personal biography I am currently re
and get a $100 discount; $50 deposit re
searching. Dr. Nearing, author and world
quired. Discount available to ILs, 2Ls
affairs analyst, died this past summer at
and 3Ls.
age 100. At age 90, he was appointed Hon
Wednesday, October 3, 12:30,
orary Professor Emeritus of Economics at
Faculty Dining Room; BAR-BRI presi
the University of Pennsylvania. It appears
dent, Steven Levine will answer ques
that he had lived long enough that the insti
tions. (Refreshments served.)
tution was moved to try to set right an old
BRC COURSE
wrong. In 1915, as a popular and wellSEE: Sonny Banks, Lisa Jacobs, Brian
respected young professor of economics at
Mich, Tom Spencer, Michelle Monaco,
the University, he had been dismissed
Brian Wenger or Rich Marcolis.
summarily for his outspokenness in the
BRC discount is available until Mon
community. At the time, his most impor
day, November 19. $175 discount;
tant issue was the need to limit the use of
$50 deposit required.
child labor in Pennsylvania's coal mines.
At the same time, important trustees and
benefactors had strong ties to the coal min
ing industry. The case caused an uproar in
the academic community. Students petiti
oned unsuccessfully for his reinstatement.
While this was not the case of a law school,
it was one of a major university, and it is
worth noting that other faculties all over
the country took a hard look at themselves
after this episode. The situation, though
rarely so dramatic, was far from unique.
The DOCKET would tike to express its
The lesson here I think is to avoid the
appreciation to Dean Robert Garbarino for
useless mental states of ingratitude and
convincing the University to allow the Law
envy. Let us be thankful for what Villanova
is and not wish that it were something else. School cafeteria to remain open for study
between 4 p.m. and midnight on weekdays.
Instead, let's just make sure it keeps get
It was Dean Garbarino who took the
ting better.
responsibility for finding solutions to the
Randall C. Rolfe,
potential problems.
Alumna '73

In Memoriam
Edward Huber
Class of 1986

The Villanova Law Review's new Editor-in-Chief, Tom Spencer, shoulders the Herculean
task of meeting this year's demanding publication schedule.
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WHO IS BETTER
by Thomas A. Thornton

line tax. In the light of these actions, Rea
Four years ago, the American people
gan's own words are the only ones that can
gave Ronald Reagan an undeniable man
illuminate his verbal promiscuity, "We
date. A mandate based on trust in Reagan
must take with the proverbial 'grain of salt'
and his word. They wanted a new begin
any tax cut proposed by those who have
ning under a government that would live
given us the greatest tax increase in his
within its means, not mortgage their fu
tory."
ture. They wanted a government that
would let them keep what they had earned,
Nowhere did the American people expect
not treat them as if their purpose in life was
more of a "new beginning" than in the area
to pay for a bloated bureaucracy. They also
of federal regulation. But now, many Amer
wanted a government that would protect
icans are feeling the government climbing
their rights, not regulate them out of exist
on, not off, their backs.
ence.
But where is that new beginning now?
The price of some new cars has risen by
The number of people employed by the
almost $3,000 due to the President's "tem
Federal government has risen by more
porary" import quotas. A device used to
than 23,000, almost completely wiping out
fatten the wallets of the automakers (G.M.
Jimmy Carter's Reductions-in-Force
announced recently its greatest profit in
(R.I.F.). In 1983, the government spent
recent memory). The prices of clothes and
more than one-quarter of our economic pro
sugar have also risen due to the President's
duction, the record for a peacetime govern
tirade against free international trade.
ment. All this from the man who four years
ago said he would, "reduce the cost of go
The President's actions show that he
vernment as a percentage of our Gross Na
doesn't believe in free domestic trade
tional Product." Now Mr. Reagan admits
either. He has actually expanded the "mar
that even if he is given four more years, he keting orders" system that thegovernment
will not be able to bring the percentage
uses to regulate how much fruits, nuts and
down to what it was before he took office.
other crops farmers produce and sell. As a
Of course, the administration blames
result, more food than ever before is being
Congress for the unholy budget catas
thrown away or wasted. The Reagan
trophe. But it is not Congress, it is the fault
administration has even expressly es
of the President who has refushed to use
poused regulation of one of the most funda
his veto power as real spending rose over 15
mental privacy rights; regulation of the
percent during his term. It is also the Pres womb.
ident who, in an effort to make election
year friends, announced that he is mcreasAs a candidate, he heartily denounced
ing welfare spending and boosting Social
Carter for ordering airbags into cars and
Security benefits. In 1982 the President
setting state speed limits. He said that it
flew around the country announcing pork
was time for a "new and creative partner
barrel grants in an effort to help Republi
ship" with state governments. But then
can concessional candidates. This year jwhat did he do in July of this year? He
the politicians are coming to him in Wa
ordered airbags into cars — that is, unless,
shington, but the effect is the same: the
as he recommends, states begin prosecutpork barrels ahead.
• ing people who don't wear seat belts. Then
"For decades," Reagan said in his inaug
he dipped further into sovereign state terri
ural Speech, "we have piled deficit upon
tory to set state drinking ages. He even sup
deficit. For us to continue this long trend is
ports federal control over who can make
to guarantee tremendous social, cultural,
television shows. All ot this from a man
political and economic upheavals." He de
who said that, "all of us need to be re
creed that his administration would begin
minded that thefederal government did not
to act against these "monster" deficits on
create the states; The states created federal
that very day. J »«government."

Bruce Springsteen

MISSED THE BOSS? NO LOSS!
by Perry Simon
Pop music has nothing to do with law,
which is why I like it so much. This news
paper, in its war against Law School My
opia, has decided to expand its non-law
features by adding columns on Show Biz
(K.T.'s domain) and music (mine) instead
of letting Abdul do five pages on Mike Boddicker's elbow. What you'll get in this
space is hot news and insignificant trivia
from the fantastic world of soooooul. rock,
pop, and whatever, with appropriately
scurrilous commentary demeaning all of
your favorites. Sound good? Too bad — let's
roll . . .
This year's entries in the Overrated Hall
of Fame are that star of film and analysis.
Prince, and that Latin Lover and former
goalie for Real Madrid (honest!), Julio "To
All Zee Gulls ..." Iglesias. Prince used to
be interesting, but sounds more and more
like a true Case (and looks suspiciously like
a Little Richard impersonator). Julio, on the
other hand, cannot sing. Not even in the
shower or with the national anthem at a
ball game, yes, it's one more testimonial to
the power of the CBS publicity department
(ask the Jacksons, previously installed in
the Hall. Ask Willie Nelson, who's a Per
sonal Friend of Julio). . . Best album of the
year so far? My money's on R.E.M.'s "Reck
oning," one of the few this year that is 100%
listenable. Lou Reed's "New Sensations," a
big comeback, is runner-up, and I liked
Black Uhuru's commercially-oriented "An
them", no sell out . . . Worst Non-HeavyMetal Album so far? Spandau Ballet?
Berlin? Missing Persons? Julio? Billy
Squier? There are so MANY.
New releases due in the stores at press
time include Hall and Oates' "Big Bam
Boom" (RCA), local heroes The Vels' "Ve
locity" (PolyGram), U2's Brian Enoproduced set (Island), Aztec Camera's
"Knife", produced by Dire Straits' Mark
Knopfler (Warners), something called "To
night" by some guy named Bowie (EMI),
Diana Ross' "Swept Away" (Capitol), and
General Public's debut (they're the former
frontmen for the English Beat) on IRS . . .
•

The action which followed was not what
the American people had heard promised to
them. The Reagan administration has set
new records for running up the Federal
deficit. The budget was to be balanced by
1984, he promised. At the present rate,
under four more years of Reagan austerity,
the deficit will have climbed more than 50
percent.
In 1980 Reagan railed against thegovern
ment taking more than one-fifth of our in
comes. As a candidate, Reagan said that
this taxation was leading us "into eco
nomic exhaustion and stagnation." As
soon as he entered office, Reagan proposed
an across-the-board decrease in personal
income taxes. People's paychecks had just
begun to reflect the tax cut when the ad
ministration began planning the first of
four successive tax increases, the last of
which was signed into law only last month.
It was President Reagan who promised,
in his January 1982 State of the Union mes
sage, "I will seek no tax increase this year.
HIS definition of "year" must be open to
question because it was only seven months
later that he pushed through Congress the
largest alternative tax increase, other than
income, in American history.
Then in the fall of 1982, Reagan flatly
ruled out another tax increase "unless
there's a palace coup and I'm overthrown."
Once again, his memory must have failed
him as he proposed an increase in the gaso

So what if he tramples a few dozen cam
paign promises, you say. We are better now
off now than we were four years ago. Right?

Wrong?

When the curtain closes on 1984, the
growth of our economy will be almost ex
actly the same as that achieved during Car
ter's four years. Under Jimmy Carter the
GNP increased at an average rate of 2.95
percent per year. So far under President
Reagan, it has grown at an average rate of
3.02 percent. In real t^erms there is hardly
any difference whatsoever.
During the Carter years the number of
Americans holding jobs increased by 12.5
percent. The corresponding increase under
Reagan's "supply side" economics is only
8.6 percent.
Hold on, you say, what about inflation.
Inflation rose under Carter, but is undenia
bly falling under Reagan. This, however, is
not a benefit from Reaganomics; it is
merely a reaction to the much higher rateof
unemployment under Reagan (averaging
8.6 percent so far) than uhder Carter (an
average of 6.4 percent). The decrease in
inflation fits into the Phillip Curve almost
exactly. The Phillip Curve postulates that
each percentage point of unemployment
above the economy's normal rate should
reduce inflation by about half a percentage
point. When we apoly this rule to the last
(Continued on page 10)

More of "the boss."

Accompanist
Needed
The Villanova Singers are searching
for a competent pianist who will support
rehearsals on Thursdays from 6-8 p.m.
weekly, and commit her/himself to the
concert tour schedule. Please apply to
Director Fr. Wilde, Box 91 Tolentine or
call 645-7528 or -7500.

Van Halen fans note- the B-side of Aztec
Camera's current British single is an
acoustic, slowed-down version of "Jump"!
. . . Soon to show up in the racks areXTC's
"The Big Express" (Virgin/Geffen), a new
UB40 album on A&M, an Ike and Tina
Turner reissue of '60's material. Culture
Club's "Waking Up With The House On
Fire" (Virgin), and, brace yourself- the first
album by England's most obnoxious new
trend. Frankie Goes to Hollywood (ZTT/Island), which I can explain but won't. You
wouldn't believe me anyway.
The most welcome comebacks of the year"
have to be Tina Turner, although I don't
think I ever want to hear that song again,
and Don Covay, the soul semi-star rescued
from obscurity and bankruptcy (DebtorCreditor!) by co-writing Peter Wolf's hit
"Lights Out" . . . This Springsteen stuff
has got to end. Listen up, all of you prepsters who think he's So Cool — the guy can
stay on stage for four DAYS for all I care, he
can sweat buckets, he can bring peace to
warring nations, but he won't be "great"
until begets himself a new song, one prefer
ably not concerned with cars, girls, or lowlife types in Jersey. As my sister, another
rock writer for another paper, says about
Huey Lewis, Springsteen is rock for people
who don't want to get their hands dirty.
Twenty lashes and enforced listening to
vintage Chuck Berry, Elvis, Stones, Mar
vin Gaye, and Otis Redding records so you
can see how it's done. . . Whew! Now I feel
much better . . . Madonna's next album
will be entitled "Like A Virgin." Right. . .
Helen Terry has left Culture Club for a solo
career, although most folks would be sur
prised to learn she ever belonged . . . Rhe
torical Question; did we really need
another Talking Heads live concert album?
. . . Worst Remake of a Song Needing No
Resurrection is a tie between two British
singles you'll never hear, but take it from
one who has, theHigsons' "Music to Watch
Girls By" (yes, the old Pepsi ad) and the
Shillelagh Sisters' "These Boots Are made
For Walking" are not worth racing to the
import rack to locate.
I was going to compile a Law Students'
Top Ten, but I gave up after getting no
more than one or two votes for any song.
The London Symphony Orchestra tied
with the Jacksons and R.E.M. . . . Recom
mended; Dave Edmunds'* new album "Riff
Raff," his protoges the Everly Brothers'
comeback "E.B. '84," the aforementioned
Lou Reed and R.E.M. albums, and, for those
whose collection is short, the new Bob Marley hits package "Legend" . . . Here's a list
of Names You Don't Know But May Hear
Soon (i.e.. New Artists) — Lloyd Cole and
the Commotions, Bronski Beat, the Spongetones, Oh-O.K., Rain Parade, the Kane
Gang, Trevor Walters, Sade Adu, Love
Tractor, the Fat Boys (featuring the
Human Beat Box), Husker Du, and, my
fave group name, 10,000 Maniacs ... Re
member, you heard it here first. . . Dead
Heads Alert! I shouldn't be telling you this,
but you can get a ticket that will get you
into all shows on the Dead's upcoming
tour. For info, call (201) 777-7614 ... Oh,
yeah, go out and buy the Special A.K.A.,
Elvis Costello (who is tied with R.E.M., for
the year's best live show, Bruce and Mi
chael included),and Let's Active albums,
okay? Good.
And one more thing. Julio Iglesias is a
lawyer. That's right.
Need I say more?
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CHILEAN POLITICS: INSIDE PERSPECITIVE
By Tom O'Keefe

You don't have to be in Chile a very long
time before you feel an almost overwhelm
ing sense of pessimism and frustration in
the air. Perhaps this feeling was accentu
ated by the season in which I visited Chile;
Winter, when the weather was cold, damp
and gray. Yet that definite sense of "burn
out" was something very noticeable in the
faces of the throngs that mobbed down
town Santiago streets, or in conversations I
had with numerous Chileans. Gone was
that widespread feeling of euphoria that
swept Chile a little over a year and a half
ago — A euphoria that was sparked by the
first major protests against the Pinochet
dictatorship that had shot its way into
power ten years earlier. During those days,
that now seems so distant, Pinochet's
downfall seemed imminent. Today General
Pinochet seems as firmly entrenched in
power as ever.
To understand Chile today, you have to
go back to the period of Salvador Allende's
presidency between 1970 to 1973. A Social
ist, Dr. Allende presided over a ruling go
vernment coalition made up of
Communists, Socialists and Liberals
which was plagued by intra-party fighting.
That intra-party fighting was a reflection
of Chile as a whole at the time, which was
wracked by strikes, food shortages and
class polarization. Many of these problems
were either caused by or exacerbated by
CIA destabilization tactics ordered by Rich
ard Nixon and Henry Kissinger in an at
tempt to make Allende unpopular. It was
because of the widespread chaos that
marked the intervention of the armed
forces on September 11, 1973, which cul
minated in Allende's ouster.
Once in power, the military, under the
leadership of General Augusto Pinchoet
began a purge of all leftists and leftist sym
pathizers in Chile. It is conservatively esti
mated that at least 10,000 people were
killed in the first years following the Sep
tember 11th coup. Many more thousands
were exiled from their country and to this
day are prevented from returning.
Beginning in 1977, General Pinochet in
troduced to Chile a free market style econ
omy that brought to the country a brief
boom of economic prosperity. Cheap, im
ported goods from Asia flood^ the market,
and toreign banks were eager to extend
easy credit. In 1982, however, when the
world recession began in earnest, the eco
nomic boom in Chile went bust. Most of the
national industries went bankrupt, many
banks folded, and Chile found itself in the
middle of a major Depression. That Depres

sion continues today, with 30 percent of the
population out of work. The country also
ha^one of the world's highest foreign debts
in proportion to the total population of 11
million.
- It was in response to the disastrous eco
nomic situation that the first major pro
tests began against Pinochet in May of
1983. Those protests demanded a return to
the democratic form of government Chile
had enjoyed for nearly a century and a half
prior to the 1973 coup. At first General
Pinochet used his usual iron fist tactics in
trying to crush the protest movement. But
the killings of children as young as 12 who
were participating in peaceful demonstra
tions was too much even for Pinochet's
strongest supporters to stomach. They
forced him into making several concessions
among which were a loosening up of press
censorship, allowing political parties to or
ganize, and promises to call municipal and
congressional elections by 1986.
Having allowed this "political opening"
to occur, Pinochet then went about divying
up the opposition by playing one group off
of another. In tnis, Pinochet has been very
successful; The opposition in Chile is now
divided into squabbling factions that can't
agree on anything. It is this inability to get

anything done that has left the Chilean
people disillusioned with the opposition,
and with little hope of a quick return to
democracy. What is worse is that Pinochet
himself realizes how successful he has
been and now says he has no intention of
calling any type of elections for anything
until he steps down (at the earliest in 1989).
The only hope left is that, by reneging on
his earlier promises for congressional elec-
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Neu> reference librarians, Loretta Yaller and Peggy Fallon.

NEW LIBRARIANS JOIN STAFF
Two Reference Librarians have joined
the staff of the Law Library, replacing Walt
Champion and Marcia Sapowith.
Loretta Yaller started in mid-July. Loretta's professional library degree is the Mas
ter's in Library Science from the
University of Maryland, and she holds aJD
from the University of Baltimore. Prior to
her arrival at Villanova she was the law
librarian at Piper and Marbury in Balti
more.

tions in 1986, Pinochet will have alienated
his last right wing supporters into the
ranks of the opposition.
Meanwhile, the calls by Communist ex
tremists for an armed insurrection against
the dictatorship grow more popular every
day, particularly among the young. The
country is presently blacked out on the av-

Praying demonstrations endure Jin

xi

by Alan Holoch,
Special to the Docket

Chilean authorities arrest protestor^.

Our other new reference librarian is
Peggy Fallon. Peggy also earned her Mas
ter's in Library Science from the Univer
sity of Maryland. Her JD is from Rutgers
(Camden). Before her arrival at Villanova
she was the law librarian at White and
Williams in Philadelphia.
Loretta and Peggy will be available to
assist you either at the Reference desk or in
the Treasure Room which has now been
partially converted to a Reference office.
For those who are phoning for assistance
their number is 645-7024.

erage of once a month as a result of bombs
placed at major power lines. The tranquil
Santiago night (as a result of curfew) is
often rocked by bombs placed at govern
ment offices, multinational corporation
headquarters, and the subway system.
Every week there are riots in the slums of
major Chilean cities and the universities.
In effect, Chile has become a polarized na
tion of armed camps. On the one hand is the
military, and on the other the Communist
extremists. Caught in the middle are the
majority; of Chileans who want a demo
cracy but not at the expense of a bloody

Civil War.
Instead of using its immense influence to
pressure Pinochet to step down and call
democratic elections, the United States has
assumed the role of a disinterested specta
tor. In an oft-repeated scenario in Latin
America, the Reagan Administration has
preferred to embrace a strong, anticommunist dictator regardless of the long
range consequences. Thus it will do no
thing to harm the present warm relations
the Reagan Administration enjoys with
General Pinochet. Occasionally the State
Department will issue a vaguely worded
admonishment about the situation in
Chile. For example, one was issued when
20 or so students were brutally killed in an
anti-government demonstration last year,
though usually there is only ominous si
lence.
In the end, Reagan Administration policy
vis a vis Chile may ironically destroy all the
best laid plans of Richard Nixon and Henry
Kissinger for Chile, It was the Nixon Ad
ministration that ordered the destablization actions against Allende because they
considered his democratic. Socialist go
vernment a threat to U.S. business inter
ests. Those tactics helped to bring General
Pinochet to power in 1973. By deciding to
align themselves; with General Pinochet's
government, the Reagan Administration
has dangerously sided the United States
with a government that has a limited fu
ture, and is hated by most of the people it
rules. Such short sighted policy in the past,
as in Cuba or Iran (to name only two of
many examples) has cost the United States
dearly by eventually bringing to pxDwer ex
tremist governments that are stridently
anti-American and firmly entrenched in
power.
Editor's Note: Tom O'Keefe spent this
summer in Santiago working for the Chi
lean Human Rights Commission.
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Justice Blackmun's Former Clerk

Ex-Law Clerk Offers Views on Supreme Court
by James Watkins
United States Supreme Court Justice
Harry A. Blackmun is a "wonderful man to
work for" and inspires "feelings of intense
loyalty," according to one of the Justice's
ex-law clerks, Mark Rahdert, an Assistant
Professor of Law at Temple University.
Prof. Rahdert recently delivered aguest lec
ture to the students of Prof. Ellen Wertheimer's Supreme Court seminar. After
wards, Prof. Rahdert consented to an inter
view with the Docket and offered his
views regarding several areas connected
with practicing before the Supreme Court.
A graduate of Yale Law School (where he
met his wife. Prof. Wertheimer) in 1978,
Prof. Rahdert clerked a year forjudge Mur
ray L Gurfein on the U.S. Court of Appeals
(2nd Cir.) Detore beginnmg his clerkship
with Justice Blackmun. During the Su
preme Court's 1979-80 term. Prof. Rahdert
reviewed hundreds of petitions for certio
rari and legal briefs, and was present dur
ing many oral arguments. According to
Prof. Rahdert, "the most important step for
the average person practicing before the
Court is the petition for cert." Prof. Rah
dert cautions that "careful attention
should be given to the preparation of the
petition . . . There are many ways to struc
ture a case to make it more appealing to the
Supreme Court. Many lawyers fall into the
trap of arguing the merits of the case[in the
petition for cert.] The Court doesn't want
to hear the merits at that stage."
The question that the petitioning lawy-

thods after a petition for cert, has been
granted. Prof. Rahdert believes that briefs
"generally should be drafted on a more
scholarly plane than is customary for
briefs in other courts of appeal." The Su
preme Court, he instructs, "is interested in
the long-term, structural implications that
a decision may have."
The adage that "one can't win a case at
oral argument, but one can lose it" is, ac
cording to Prof. Rahdert, "on the whole
probably true; but there were cases [during
the 1979-80 term] where oral advocates had
a favorable impact on the decision."
During Prof. Rahdert's clerkship it was
customary for Justice Blackmun's clerks to
be present at oral arguments for cases in
which they were involved. The clerks were
allowed to sit in on all oral arguments if
they wished, "but the workload was too
heavy," said Prof. Rahdert.
While the average work day varied from
chambers to chambers.Justice Blackmun's
clerks usually arrived each day between
8:00 and 8:30 a.m. and had breakfast with
Justice Blackmun from 8:30 to 9:00. A typi
cal work day for Prof. Rahdert was not over
until at least 8:00 p.m., with occasional
"basketball breaks" (the top floor of the
Supreme Court building contains a basket
ball court referred to by the clerks as "the
highest court in the land"). Often, during
"crunch periods". Prof. Rahdert would
work past midnight and "a few times I
pulled an all-nighter", he said. The clerks
also worked at least 8 hours per day on

Temple Assistant Professor Mark Rahdert.

ers should be most concerned with answer
ing while structuring a petition for cert.,
says Prof. Rahdert, is "why is the issue
important for the Supreme Court to decide,
whichever way it may come out on the mer
its? It is not enough to prove in the petition
that the decision below was wrong."
On the subject of proper briefing me

weekends. During his entire year-long
clerkship. Prof. Rahdert recalls taking only
one-half day's vacation on both Thanksgiv
ing and Christmas Eve, with Christmas
day off. Other than those occasions, Prof.
Rahdert can remember noother significant
break from his workload.
Justice Blackmun himself worked nearly

Professor Rahdert reflects upon his Supereme Court clerkship.

12 hours per day in his chambers, said Prof.
Rahdert, and theJustice would take home a
brief case full of work each evening. Every
morniner. the books and naoers the justice
h^d taken home the night before would be
replaced on the shelves, indicating that the
Justice had labored many hours at home,
according to Prof. Rahdert.
The beginning of Prof. Rahdert's clerk
ship coincided with the publication of the
controversial book. The Brethren, au
thored by Bob Woodward (All The Presi
dent's Men) and Scott Armstrong. The
book purported to give a behind-the-scenes
view of the Supreme Court in operation,
allegedly based upon confidential docu
ments obtained by the authors and inter
views with past Supreme Court clerks.
The book cast several Justices in a bad
light, including at times,Justice Blackmun.
Prof. Rahdert steadfastly declined to com
ment on the accuracy or inaccuracy of spe
cific passages inThe Brethren, citing the
confidential nature of his relationship with
Justice Blackmun and the Supreme Court.
While declining to answer specific ques
tions about The Brethren, Prof. Rahdert
did say that he thought the book useful in
one, narrow sense, that is, in " increasing
the average citizen's awareness of the role
^and function of the Supreme Court." Over
all, however, he was highly critical of the
book, charging that "The part of The
Brethren which concerns the give and
take within the Supreme Court before a
decision comes down is not something
which I believe is essential or even useful to
be broadcast to the public." On the con
trary, Prof. Rahdert maintains, "The deci
sions of the Supreme Court are unique
[among governmental branches] because
they are fully explained on the record; Su
preme Court opinions themselves are more

important for the public to know about by
far than the internal workings which pro
duced them."
Prof. Rahdert believes that the present
Supreme Court system "is as fair as is feas
ible considering the workload and sheer vo
lume, which do present great difficulties."
Enlarging the Court by appointing more
Justices would not help alleviate the prob
lems associated with theCourt's workload,
said Prof. Rahdert, and neither would ad
ding more clerks. Another perennially pop
ular reform suggestion, creating an
intermediate court of appeals, also meets
with Prof. Rahdert's disfavor: "I am not
persuaded that an intermediate national
court of appeals would significantly aid [in
reducing] the workload since a new inter
mediate court might merely add one more
layer." He also cites concerns with reduc
ing the Supreme Court's power and limit
ing its docket control.
When Prof. Rahdert's clerkship ended,
he "came away with a much stronger ap
preciation for the conscientiousness of all
the Justices." He calls Justice Blackmun a
"modest man, a true gentleman" who was
always "very kind to his clerks." Prof. Rah
dert continues to have "the highest opinion
possible" of Justice Blackmun.
The selection process for Supreme Court
clerks is highly competitive and Prof. Rah
dert cautioned interested students not to
get their hopes up too high. "It's really a
matter of luck", he said, pointing out that
many well-qualified people are turned
down. Most successful applicants apply in
the Spring of their third year of law school
after obtaining a clerkship for a lower court
judge; most don't begin their Supreme
Court clerkship until the following year,
after completing their lower court clerk
ship.

That's Entertainment: A Potpourri Review
by Katie Tana
That the seasons bring changes in things
other than the weather is true; nowhere is
this axiom better illustrated than in the
case of the nebulous relationship between
the fall and the entertainment industry.
The TV stations are gearing up for the fall
season; many major music acts are in the
middle of or beginning major tours; and the
movie industry sits back to take stock of
their summer successes and takes a breath
before the Christmas onslaught begins.
(Did you know that in order to qualify for
the Oscars, a film must be released by De
cember of the preceeding year? That's why
there are so many new films at Christmas
— and you thought it was just because it
was the holiday season!). Accordingly,
here's a brief survey of what's happening,
both locally and in general:
Music: It seems like "anyone who's
anyone" is out on tour these days. The
following are or have been expected in the
Philadelphia/New York area: Bruce
Springsteen (OK, I'll be good and not pass
comment on all the other things you could
do with the price of one of those tickets,
but in all honesty; is he tone-deaf, or what?)
. . .TheJacksonsatJFKonSept.28and29;
. . . the reports from VLS attendees have
been great so far and at the risk of being
accused of writing on thi8<%ubject with kid
gloves on (that's white, sequined kid

gloves), the concert comes recommended.
Also soon to be in the area: Rod Stewart,
Diana Ross (only in New York at this
point), Barry Manilow, Luciano Pavarotti
(also in New York). It was also announced
this week, from no less an authoritative
source than Ron Wood, that the Stones are
making plans to tour the US in 1985.
Movies: As noted earlier, this is sort of
the calm before the storm in terms of new
releases, but there are a few things playing
in the area or soon to oe released which are
worth a look. The new Steve Martin movie
has received-excellent reviews in previews,
critics say he's finally found a decent vehi
cle for his talent... on the more dramatic
side, "A Soldier's Story" just premiered in
New York at the beginning of September;
the reviews have ranged from excellent to
critical of the script with praise for the
acting — it's supposed to be a thoughtful
analysis of racial discrimination and ten
sions in the US military. Other notes: Steve
Spielberg's Amblin' Entertainment is sche
duled to release a new movie, "Fandango"
some time this fall . . . it's also fairly defi
nite that "E.T.", which is well on its way to
becoming the top grossing picture of all
time, will be re-released sometime next
year. It was also announced that the broth
ers Jackson have signed with Columbia Pic
tures to do two films, one of which will be a
feature-length version of Michael's —

"Beat It" video. Rumor has it that ABC is
trying to purchase "Ghostbusters" for a
showing this fall.
Other Notes: MTV, the music video
cable TV conglomerate, held its first an
nual awards show this month; predictably
the major winners were Cyndi Lauper, Mi
chael Jackson, Herbie Hancock, and The
Police. The self-serving awards show was
characterized more by hype and bad taste
than any musical highlights. Rolling
Stone magazine has reached (downwards)
to a new level of journalistic arbitration in
an attempt to (yet again) present both sides
to the John Belushi horror story — all this
comes in the wake of the arrest and extradition of the woman charged with injecting

Belushi with the lethal dose of drugs on the
night he died.
Local interest: "Do Black Patent
Leather Shoes Really Reflect Up?" is run
ning at the Walnut Street Theatre until
Oct. 21st. This is a revival of "Shoes,"
which was a hit the last time it played in
Philadelphia, although it flopped on Broad
way. "Shoes" is a musical comedy all about
growing up Catholic in America and focus
ing on the (in) famous role of Catholic edu
cation in this process . . . New York: The
Metropolitan Museum is opening what
promises to be a very different exhibit on
the art and culture of the Maori people of
New Zealand. This is the first time the
Maori have allowed some of their treasures
to travel out of their homeland.
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Judicial Conference , Other Events, Changes

DEAN MURRAY PRESIDING . . .
By Michael McGrath
Villanova Law School hosted the first
annual Pennsylvania AppellateJudges' Ed
ucation Conference on September 24 and
25. Approximately thirty five Penn
sylvania appellate judges participated in
this program under the general direction of
Chief Justice Robert N.C. Nix of the Su
preme Court of Pennsylvania.
The new Chief Judge of the Court of Ap
peals for the Third Circuit, judge Ruggero
Aldisert, conducted a major portion of this
conference. Judge Aldisert is nationally recogized as a scholar and the most experi
enced teacher of the judicial process in
America. Judge Aldisert will also conduct a
special program on appellate advocacy for
Villanova Law School students.
Recently, Dean John Murray, Jr. dis
cussed some of the details of the confer
ence. "The original idea for the conference
came from Chief Justice Nix. He has been
eager to develop a high level of judicial edu
cation for all state judges in Pennsylvania.
He believed that more could be done in
Pennsylvania, noticing that other jurisdic
tions have advanced in this area. This is
the start of an entirely new concept in
Pennsylvania."
Chief Justice Nix's idea eventually led to
a meeting that was attended by all schools
in-and-around Pennsylvania. Besides all
Pennsylvania schools, Delaware and
Rutgers-Camden also attended.
"Judge Aldisert was there to discuss judi
cial education on the national level. At the
meeting, we all discussed the concept and
what topics would be suitable for the open
ing conference."
Explaining the decision to hold the first
conference at VLS, Dean Murray said that
he expressed great enthusiasm for the idea.
He also pledged the willingness of VLS to
help in any way possible to assure the suc
cess of continual judicial education. "I am
very familiar with Judge Aldisert's work,
and therefore, I was quite enthusiastic
about the program. Three weeks later, the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court asked if we
would host the first conference this year.
I'm not exactly sure why we were chosen
except for our enthusiasm. I had discussed
the conference with the faculty, although
not in detail. We are delighted to be the first
host," said Dean Murray.
The program itself was not targeted
towards the VLS community directly.
"The judges participating in this program
will be here as students. The opportunities
for interaction with the judges will be li
mited, but their attendance alone will ex
pose them to Villanova Law School. Some
of these judges have never been here. After
they visit and see the kind of school and
students we have here, we're convinced
that we will be able to ask'them back more

easily to participate in programs with our
students. Hosting this conference itself is a
prestigious honor that will reflect very well
on the Law School."
This first conference focused primarily
on the process of judicial decision-making.
Topics included justifying decisions, writ
ing better opinions, how to test a good opin
ion, judicial law making: permissible and
impermissible, and deciding the "hard"
case. During the first day of the conference.
Dean Murray delivered a paper on statu
tory interpretation.
"The topics here are broad, but they are
very important," noted Dean Murray. "Be
sides the presentations, there will also be
ample opportunities for the judges to pro
vide feedback. There will be floor discus
sions as well."
After the conclusion of the conference on
Tuesday afternoon. Judge Aldisert spoke
on judicial advocacy. This program was
sponsored in conjunction with the Moot
Court Board, which provided a panel for
questions. This program lasted about nine
ty minutes, half the time for Judge Aldi
sert's presentation, and the other half for
questions. "Judge Aldisert has led a nation
al judicial confrence at NYU for several
years," noted Dean Murray. The Dean also
said that he was looking forward to getting
to know more judges at the conference.
While he expects the conference to be
come an annual event in Pennsylvania,
Dean Murray expressed doubt that it
would be held at Villanova every year. "I'm
sure other law schools will want to host the
conference in the future. Of course, the con
ference will continue to be a major concern
here."
Dean Murray also discussed upcoming
events and changes at VLS with the
Docket.
The Red Mass, an annual VLS tradition,
will be held in the Main Chapel this year, at
7 p.m. on Saturday, September 29. Follow
ing the mass, a reception will be held at the
Connelly Center. In previous years, a
dinner was held following the mass for
which guests had to pay $20 to attend. "We
found that it was difficult for some stu
dents to attend the dinner because of the
price," explained Dean Murray. "There
fore, we decided that it would be better to
have a reception that all students would be
able to attend. All students will be sent an
invitation. They need only to sign a confir
mation that they will attend. The Red Mass
is a major event at the Law School and a
great tradition. If we aren't targeting the
event towards our own students, who are
we targeting it towards?"
Dean Murray announced that the word
processing center should be totally net
worked by October. A coordinator and one

more word processing operator are to be
hired for a total of five employees. A new
receptionist for the administration office
was hired last week. New word processing
equipment for other secretaries in the law
school will also be forthcoming. Dean Mur
ray said that better typewriters were ac
quired for other secretaries. "We are also
pleased with our new copying equipment.
We're tired of having breakdowns, and in
stead of having to fix them constantly, we
decided to get equipment that isn't as fra
gile," explained Dean Murray.
The next change directly affecting the
students will be the installation of the mail
slot system, which is now on order, and
should be in soon. Dean Murray expressed
his appreciation for the enthusiasm of the
students thus far to the changes within the
Law School.
Dean Murray is also eagerly anticipating
the Board of Consultors meeting scheduled
for October 26. "The Board has an en
thusiastic perception of the Law School."
"We're expecting a helpful meeting. I hope
to follow in Dean O'Brien's footpaths and
continue to encourage the present enthusi
asm of the Board towards the Law School."
Something else that is under considera
tion is the revitalization of a professor ex
change program that Villanova Law School
participated in with the University of Not
tingham. Although there has not been an
exchange since 1972, Dean Murray re
ported that VLS professors and University
of Nottingham professors each may dis
cover how the other half lives as early as
the 1985-1986 academic year. "Jon Smith,
the dean of the law school at Nottingham, is
the leading criminal law expert in Great
Britain. He is quite interested in resuming
the exchange. This summer. Professors
Packel and Dowd visited the law school at
the University of Nottingham."
Dean Murray also announced his inten
tion to seriously consider giving stronger
emphasis to helping VLS students obtain
clerkships. "I think clerkships are impor
tant educational experiences as well as
good jobs." Dean Murray said that he was
pursuing this idea through the Placement
Committee, and said this was "just
another facet of our continuing efforts" in
Placement. He said clerkships at all levels
would be pursued. "I think we have to
make a special effort. We just had a third
year student receive a clerkship for a judge
on the Court of Appeals for the Third Cir
cuit. Of course, we will pursue clerkships
at all levels. I will write letters of rec
ommendation for deserving students."
Dean Murray said there would be consid
eration of creating a committee for clerk
ships "as some other schools have."

TOIVIES ROAIVI FROM HOIVIE
by Kurt Kramer
During the three weeks that the Jenkin's
Law Library (library for the Philadelphia
Bar) was closed this summer, the number
of books stolen from VLS's Pulling Library
increased significantly. While it is impossi
ble for the library to accurately state that
the increase in summer thefts is a direct
result of the Jenkin's closing, the number of
books needing to be replaced this year at
VLS is expected to be substantially higher.
According to Alan Holoch, Director of
Pulling Library, theft is a significant prob
lem both in terms of cost to the university
and lost time and inconvenience to the stu
dents. In terms of dollars, it costs between
$5,000 and $7,000 annually to replace miss
ing materials. This figure would be higher,
except not all books are replaceable, nor are
all thefts discovered.
It is mostly practice materials, princi
pally form books, that turn up missing,
leading the library staff to believe that out
side users, not students, are causing the
problem. Alan Holoch, believes that
members of the Philadelphia Bar are not
the sole cause of the problem, since a large
percentage of the outside users are nonattornies.
Unfortunately, this type of theft by out
siders is difficult to prevent or even limit
since VLS is attempting to foster the good
will of the Philadelphia Bar through its
open door policy. As a Federal Depository,
the Pulling library is required to be open to
the public. As a result, the library is consid-
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Empty spaces appear in some form — book collections at the Pulling Law Library.

ering the installation of an electronic secur
ity system, similar to those in place at other
university libraries.
This system, approved by the Dean and
the Library Board, costs $10,000 to start up
and $400 per year to operate. Most of the
staff echoed Elizabeth Devlin's comment
that she has "mixed emotions" about sacri
ficing some of the library's relaxed atmos-

phere to satisfy the qeed for more security.
One particularly annoying theft which
such a system would have prevented was
that of the school's second set of
Goodrich-Amram. Due to the heavy use
of the one set on reserve, the library pur
chased a second set for $675. Within a week
of general use, the entire 12 volume set had
"walked out the door."
'

Election
Religion
by Dan Weisman
This is not one of my usual commentar
ies on politics around the world. Instead, it
is my personal feelings on a development
(which I view with sadness and
anger.) in this year's election. Specifically,
as a Jewish-American, I find myself subtly
under attack by both major political par
ties, even while they-both fall all over each
other tryuig to buy my vote.
I do not single out any one party, nor do I
accuse th6 majority of Americans of being
anti-Semitic. Instead, powerful, noisy fac
tions within each party are making more
acceptable the sort of Jew-baiting for politi
cal advantage that we had all hoped would
have died forever in the ashes of Aushwitz.
It began with the Republicans, their con
vention seemed to revel in Christianity. A
prominently displayed banner read "Rea
gan is the one" with the "T" being far
larger than all the other letters and placed
in such a way as to suggest a cross. Even
more blatant were the "Jesus and Reagan"
signs which seemed to be everywhere. I
never realized there was a linkage.
Next, Reagan cited the various
churches and denominations as exam
ples of good American values. It sounded
more like ecumenical Protestant theology
to me. In another important action, Reagan
held a special prayer breakfast to celebrate
traditional American values. Christian
ministers led by Jerry Falwell were out in
force but not one Jewish Rabbi was there.
True, two Rabbis helped give invocations
during the convention, but in light of every
thing else, this reeks of cynical tokenism.
The Republican platform did speak out
against anti-Semitism, but the wording
and the context indicated that it was aimed
more at Jesse Jackson and Louis Farrakhan
than anything else. Aside from that plank,
the platform called for prayer in the public
schools and tuition tax credits for parochial
schools. As to the former, a quick perusal of
history when such was common in many
states shows that Christian prayers pre
dominated to the extent that all others
were made to feel like outcasts. The latter
situation would have a similar effect in
that the majority religion would benefit
from everybody else's tax dollars. As a
member of a minority relgion, I can only
look at this proposal with dread.
I also see problems with the Democrats,
though not, in my mind, as serious as the
ones I have with the Republicans. Most
important, of course, is Jesse Jackson's
thinly veiled anti-Sennitism shown
throughout his quest for the nomination. I
am absolutely disgusted with his infamous
"Hymie" remarks. Would his supporters
consider it innocent if I referred to Chicago
as "Sambotown"? Almost as bad was his
initial apology for the remarks which
seemed to be a variation of the some-of-mybest-friends-are-Jewish argument. True, at
the convention, Jackson apologized for his
errors and started to distance himself from
noted segregationist Louis Farrakhan, but
I still cannot in my heart believe that I've
been invited to full membership in the rain
bow. Only time will tell.
Aside from that sordid episode, the De
mocrats sins have primarily been sins of
omission. Why did Mondale not support a
plank in the platform condemning antiSemitism? Are the anti-Semites so power
ful that even that basic a statement is
considered too controversial? Again, was it
Dianne Feinstein's "Jewishness" that
made her unacceptable to be Mondale's
running mate? Reports indicated that he
initially preferred her to Ferraro. We'll
probably never know the answer to that
one. Also, Mondale neglected to mention
any U.S. support for Israel in his accep
tance speech, contrary to tradition.
One final episode distrubs me. Geraldine
Ferraro at one point attacked Ronald Rea
gan for allegedly not being a good Chris
tian. Much better would have been merely
to call him a lying hypocrite. Of course,
Reagan's flunkies, with their usual
aplomb, didn't help matters much with
. their answer. They countered that he was
indeed a good Christian and she wasn't. I
don't know, but it seems to me that a per
son's religion does not qualify him/her for
- office.
note: NASA has finally gotten around to
sending a Jewish astronaut into space. The
astronaut in question, Judith Resnik, also
has the distinction of being the second
American woman in space. I find the lack of
hype to be quite refreshing.
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The Job Brokers: Placement Department Update
by Michael McGrath

The function of the Placement Office at
Villanova Law School is to assist students
in finding legal employment after theirgra
duation from VLS. The efficiency of the
Placement Office is a major concern of all
VLS students. Last February, the Docket
presented an interview with Virginia Shuman, Director of Placement, and Marie Helmig, who was recently named Assistant
Director of Placement. Since that inter
view, many changes have occured. The of
fice has moved across the hall to more
spacious quarters. A word processor has
also been purchased. With the fall oncampus and four-in-one interviews start
ing, the Docket presents this interview
with Mrs. Shuman and Ms. Helmig.
The Docket: Could you explain in some

realistically. Student satisfaction appears
to have increased, and this is a major con
sideration.
Docket: With the world processor, and an
employee to operate it, what additional
tasks do you expect you will be able to work
on?
VS; The options are extensive. We can put
together mass mailings to firms in the Del
aware counties, mailings to students,
alumni. We can gather more detailed em
ployment data on our graduates and file it
for students to assist them in planning job
hunting strategies.
MH: We can create larger lists, on-campus
lists, swap lists with other schools.
Docket: What has the initial response of
the students been to the improvements?
VS: The response has been fabulous. I

Virginia Schuman at work in her new quarters.

would like to express my appreciation to
Dean Garbarino, because without him, we
never would have finished the project.
Dean Garbarino worked very hard meeting
with Villanova University administrators,
and he dealt with all the architects, vend
ors and builders to make sure that we
moved in on time.
Docket: What about those students who
ARE signing up for interviews with firms
they are obviously uninterested in?
VS: We hate-it.
MH: It's terrible.
VS: The problem isn't simply in signing up
for the interviews. It is after the student
sign-up procedure that the problem arises.
When a firm interviewing in the Four-inDocket: What plans do you have for the
One program selects students for inter
extra shelf space?
views who then decide they don't want the
V.S.: We will have much more of a library
interview, we can't always find another
here now than we did before. We already
VLS student for the interview. We call the
have twice as many books and materials
firm first. Sometimes they will let us re
than before we moved. We have a lot of
place the selected student with an alter
books ordered that we are waiting for. We
nate. More often though, they will give the
also have space to build more shelves if
slot to one of the other schools. Interviews
needed.
are also an education process. If we had 400
Docket: The employment statistics of the
firms interviewing here, then maybe there
class of 1984 were touted by Dean Murray
is some system we could use to limit inter
as the best ever at VLS. Could you tell us
views.
what percentage of students were em
ployed at the last count, and how this com- . Docket: Last winter, we discussed the
problem of "no-shows" at interviews, and
pares to the previous high percentage
the peculiar prevalence of this problem at
figures? How are these figures tabulated?
VLS. You said, at that time, that this year,
Marie Helmig: We give the students a
all students that sign up for interviews
form to fill out when they pick up their cap
would have to sign a confirmation with
and gown before graduation. Some don't
marie 24 hours before an interview or risk
return the form, but I know from working
forgetting the interview. Will this idea be
with some of them whether they have
implemented this fall? You stated that you
found jobs or not. The percentages result
believed that anyone that misses one inter
from dividing the number of students with
view without a very compelling reason
full time legal positions by the number of
should be "out of the interviewing pro
students in the class. In past years, usually
gram," i.e. ineligible for subsequent job in
slightly less than half of the class have
terviews arranged by VLS. Are there any
found jobs by graduation. This year, 156 of
plans to carry this out? If not, why? You
210 students (74%) were employed as of
also said that you thought missed inter
June 6, 1984. Usually we find 70-75% em
views might disappaer quickly if the names
ployed by the time of our report to the
of "no-shows" were posted on the Place
Board of Consultors in October. By the
ment Bulletin Board. Could you actually do
time of the april report, the percentage is
this? Has there been any serious considera
over 90%. As of today, 171 of 210 students
tion of doing it?
(81%) have found full time legal positions.
MH: We will be using a confirmation sys
More may have jobs, because we have not
tem this fall. Students will have to come in
heard from 24 students.
the day before their interviews and initial
Docket; What particular efforts do you
the sign-upsheet indicating that they know
expect the new space and equipment to
about the interview they have the next day.
have? Should it improve the statistics or
If they are not in school that day, they can
simply increase the satisfaction of the stu
call me. If they don't, then I will contact the
dents and yourselves with the efficiency of
alternate and tell them they have the inter
the office?
view. Anyone who is an alternate should
MH: I think that more students are willing
stop back the day before to see if anyone has
to come in. They don't feel as intimidated
cancelled an interview or failed to confirm.
or crowded because there is more space.
VS: I'm not really sure. It is hard to believe
VS: A failure to show up tor an mterview
reflects a truly lackadaisical attitude by
our statistics CAN improve much more,

detail the changes in the Placement Office,
including the move, the additional space
and the new equipment, and explain how
these improvements came about?
Virginia Shuman: We moved across the
hall because we desperately needed more
space. We now have appreciably larger and
better facilities. There is more workspace
for the students. We also have a word pro
cessor here, and a full time word processor
operator will divide his/her time between
the Placement and Admissions Offices.
These changes came about because of the
efforts of Placement, Dean Murray and
Dean Garbarino.

students. The new system means more
work for Marie, but we hope that it will cut
down on missed interviews. "As tor other
sanctions, yes we would consider using
them, but we would rather not. We'd like to
see if the confirmation idea eliminates the
problem. The idea of posting the names of
"no-shows" was not made facetiously. It
was presented by a student on the Place
ment Committee, probably out of frustra
tion. The idea behind it was that peer
pressure would work most effectively. Re
garding banishing students from the inter
viewing program, the current policy was
implemented last October by then-Acting
Dean Abraham. It provided that any stu
dent missing two interviews without
either cancelling or rescheduling the inter
view at least 24 hours in advance, that stu
dent will be denied the use of any of the
services of the Placement Office. This sys
tem may seem too lenient, but we would
rather not adopt a more punitive system if
we don't have to.
Docket: Have you observed changes of
student attitudes towards Placement since
last February's interview? Has the attitude
improved?
MH: There have been a lot more positive
than negative comments.
VS: I think that there is a greater recogni
tion by the students of the administration's
commitment to Placement.
MH: The students see things physically
being done.
VS: Dean Murray has taken a very active
role in the Placement Office's development.
He is 150% behind us which really helps our
morale. He's been extremely accessible. He
is eager to get behind new ideas, such as
pursuing clerkships more vigorously. He is
eager to write recommendations for stu
dents.
Docket: Could you tell us something about
the Placement committee? Who is on it,
what does it do, and can more students get
involved?
VS: Professor Rothman chairs the Place
ment Committee, which also includes Pro
fessors Lillie and Holoch as well as seven
student members. This is a Facultystudent committee. There is an S.B.A.
Placement Committee, but it is not clear
how the two committees will interact. The
Placement Committee is an advisory board
formed to assist and advise Placement. It
meets periodically to discuss issues, com-

Marie Helmig answers phone inquiry at new
Placement Center.

plaints, and suggestions. The "no-show"
problem is one issue discussed. We encour
age even more activity and support from
the Committee. With the new Activities
Newsletter, it should be easier to find out
when the Committee meets and what it
does so that more students can attend the
meetings if they are interested.
Docket: Could you explain the new layout
of the Placement Office?
VS: In the back is Marie's workspace. She
will not be in the midst of the student
workspace as was the case before. We are
getting an additional phone line which will
be for the use of the work-study students
we employ. We have work-study students
who work a total of fifty hours per week in
the Placement Office and their work area is
in the back of the office also. This time can
be used for tasks the students perform such
as compiling lists of hiring partners, updat
ing handouts, and other jobs that Marie
assigns. We have a MUCH larger library
and research area. This includes counterspace so that students can work in the office
much more comfortably. We also have han
dout slot shelves now. We were so happy to
get rid of those cardboard boxes we used to
keep them in. We also have a new filing

system that we hope the students that
come in, will become better acquainted
with. If there are materials we don't have,
we are very receptive to any suggestions by
the students. The only thing we lack are
more typewriters for student use. We are
still waiting for delivery of the office furni
ture we ordered, including comfortable
new chairs for the students.
Docket: Dean Murray said in the Docket
last month that if more staff would im
prove the operation of the Placement Of
fice, then more staff would be hired. Do you
believe that more staff is necessary? What
sorts of duties would they be assigned?
VS: Of course I think we need a larger staff.
There are limitless ways that we could put
more staff to use. Most of these include
contacting and attracting new firms to in
terview students at VLS. Additional em
ployees could be assigned to work on
geographical areas, job options, such as go
vernment employment, clerkships, corpo
rations, and legal services. Marie has so
much to do. She handles all the student
questions, and is also very busy with all of
the behind the scenes mechanics of oncampus interviews and practically every
activity we sponsor here. With more em
ployees, more specialization would be pos
sible. After some time, there would be
development in these specialties, and more
firms would know about our students.
Docket: Resume day was September 6.
Were there more firms than last year? How
were the out-of-state firms to solicit? How
was the student response on September 6?
MH: There were a lot more firms than last
year. There were a lot more out-of-state
firms.
VS: Our four-in-one interviews are done
with Rutgers-Camden, Penn, and Temple.
Each school has the responsibility for mail
ing out 3000 four-in-one brochures all over
the country. There are different criteria for
each city, but generally, every firm with
ten or more lawyers in the. large cities re
ceive a brochure inviting them to interview
students in the four-in-one program.
MH: We also make a mass mailing to all
the small firms in New York and New Jer
sey. We also send out to a lot of small firms
in Washington, D.C., Maryland and Dela
ware.
VS: More firms are involved in the resume
collection. This is only the first part of the
process. Even though only a minority of
students here find jobs from fall inter
viewing, this helps us build up joblists that
are utilized later.
MH: We try to stress to the firms that if
they are interested in looking for students
here, we can do the rest for them.
VS: How were the students selected for
interviews this fall? In our February inter
view, we discussed the problems in asking
or requiring firms to interview either a) all
• interested student, or b) a totally random
selection of interested students. At that
time, you expressed a desire that eventu
ally VLS use a system where the firms
picked 75% of the students, and the other
25% interviewed were chosen by random
selection. You also said that a word proces
sor would help facilitate this procedure. Is
VLS likely to adopt this method in the near
future? If not, why?
VS: Firms will select 100% of the students
this year, as they have done in years past.
We can't tell the firms who to select for
interviews. Some schools do, but I know
they lose interviewing firms because of it.
Based on Temple's experience, I don't
think that the 75%-selected, 25%-random
system is a good one. There are more impor
tant ways for us to use the word processor.
Also, we would need a computer as well as a
word processor. Our objective is to match
interested students with interested em
ployers. We aren't doing this if we place
artificial restraints on the employers. They
key is to find NEW employers all the time.
Docket; What do you think about the idea
of restricting the number of interviews
that students can actually sign up for so
that other students with fewer opportuni
ties for interviews may participate?
MH: Some students need a lot of inter
views. How can you come up with a magic
number that can be applied to every stu
dent? Of course some students sign up for
interviews with firms they know they
don't want to work for. I've seen it already.
VS: If some magic formula were available
. . . Some students have forty interviews
and still have a lot of trouble finding jobs.
The key is for every student to examine
what he/she is doing and be considerate of
the other students. We try to encourage
them to do that;
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COLLINS ONCONTRACTSiENDOF AN ERA
Professor Collins delivered his final contracts course lecture to a standing room only crowd last
Spring. After the last "tally-ho", his first year students presented him with a plaque commemorating
the occasion.
With Dean O'Brien fending off the rain, Professor Collins supervised the planting of
an evergreen tree, another gift from his students, a living memorial symbolizing the great professor's
legendary tenure. Professor Collins now spends his classroom time expounding on sales and contract
drafting before second and third year "Jokers."
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Please Take Your Seats
by Kevin McKenna

If hotdogs, apple pie and Chevrolet can be
spiced up every now and then, why not
baseball?
Although Abner Doubleday would proba
bly cringe, baseball can become rather dull
during the course of nine innings. This is
especially true for those fans in attendance
who are accustomed to the faster moving
sports — basketball, football, ice hockey, or
track.
In what may be the greatest innovation
since the American League instituted the
designated hitter and Charlie Finley intro
duced his orange baseballs, there is now
seat-hopping.
Seat-hopping is defined as sitting in any
stadium seat other than your own. Prefera
bly, the seat you choose will- be closer to the
action and consequently one thaf is worth
more than the one you bought. Of course, if
you would rather just use binoculars, that
is entirely up to you.
Seat-hopping will literally keep you on
the edge of your chair for an entire game
because you never know when you will
have to get up and move. Like any major
league baseball stadium, seat-hopping is di
vided into different levels.
Using Veterans Stadium as our model,
here are the suggested starting points for
this up and coming sport. A beginner would
probably want to start somewhere in the
700 level. Stadium ushers rarely venture
into the upper stratosphere of the Vet. So, if
you do not mind an occasional nose bleed or
low flying planes, it is a great place to pick
up experience and confidence.
As you descend through different levels
you will discover the number of ushers is
proportioned to the proximity of the field.
The 600 level is not a bad place to start
either, since it too occupies the upper deck.

The terrace and lodge box (300 & 500
levels) are not only the stadium's smallest
sections but are also extremely wellguarded. So, unless you feel extra daring or
you have been kicked out of every other
section, it does not make sense to seat-hop
in these levels. Besides, a better vantage
point is offered from the seats in the field
boxes, more commonly referred to as the
200 level.
The key to stealing a seat in this particu
lar level is to act like you know exactly
where you are going. Being careful not to
get in the way of an on-coming usher, pick ,
out a section with the most empty seats and
head directly for it. Immediately go to one
of the middle rows and move in, carefully
checking the seat numbers as you go. After
picking the most desirable seat, sit down
and enjoy the game as long as you can.
If by some freak chance someone arrives
and claims that you are in his seat, do not
panic. The one thing you do not want to do
is draw attention to yourself. Simply apol
ogize. Having done that, turn to your com
panion and say, "I told you these weren't
our seats." Your next course of action is to
hop to the closest available seat — hence
the name, seat-hopping.
Last week I traveled to the Vet with a
friend of mine, one of the great all-time
seat-hoppers. Commonly referred to as the
Ricky Henderson of the seat paths, this
Radnor resident showed me the ins and
outs of seat-hopping during a Phillies-Mets
twilight doubleheader.
After buying two general admission
tickets, (Why pay for more when you can
get it for less) our big break came when one
of the concourse gates was lett unlocked
and unattended. Once inside, we headed
directly for the field box seats on the third
base side.

Can the rugby team help poor Eddie Wild to find his lost virtue?
Upon arriving, we scanned the area and
found a seat-hopper's dream — not an
usher in sight and plenty of empty seats. In
the ten innings that followed we only had to
move once and that was only down one
row. It was a littleshaky for the first couple
of innings but by the top of the sixth we felt
relatively safe.
For a doubleheader, you are usually safe
if you are still in place by the time the
seventh inning of the first game rolls
around. However, you never know for sure
just when dad, mom, and the kids will come
strolling in. A single game is a little differ
ent. Usually, if you can last past the third
inning, you can sit in comfort the rest of the
evening.
This rule is not fail safe though. For ex
ample, a few nights after the doubleheader,
we went to see Steve Carlton pitch against
the Pirates. Once again we maneuvered our
way into the field box seats, only this time
we sat behind home plate.
Unfortunately for us, someone had the
audacity to uproot us in the fifth inning.
holes," said a disappointed Seve. "I told
him that's like building a five star hotel
with three bedrooms and one bathroom."
Abdul is not sure, but his continental advi
sors tell him that a hotel is usually rated
after it is built.

Further Off the Ball
(Continued from page 12)
Olympics, Olympics, Olympics, even
still, Abdul had a great time watching
them. The highlight had to be when GorDon Maddux uttered the gaffe extraordi
naire. After Tim Daggett of the U.S. was
given a 9.9 on the pommel horse Maddux
said, "Somebody said he (Daggett) gets all
over that thing like a naked lady, and I
agree." Perhaps Maddux was thinking
about the front page of the South African
Rand Daily Mail which, during the Olym
pics, ran a nude (black only) photo of Mary
Decker. Sports editor of the Daily Mail,
Teddy Lofthouse, said of the photo, "We
ran it about twenty inches deep on the
front page. It was quite striking." When
Lofthouse was asked whether they would
run a similar picture of Zola Budd, he said
(quite understandably), "I don't think it
would be quite the same. The appeal's not
• there, somehow."
What do you think is the record for the
number of caddies used by a professional
golfer in one round? Abdul doesn't actually
know, but he is willing to bet that the re
cord was set this summer by Marlene
Hagge at the $200,000 Atlantic Classic.
(When will Abdul get his own classic? I've
been waiting.) Hagge, during her final prac
tice round, had smelled alcohol on the
breath of her caddie. She warned him not to
show up the next day in the same condi

tion. The next morning the caddie ap
peared to be sober, but then he staggered
and collapsed on the first tee. An ambu
lance arrived to take him away and Hagge
later found out that he was victim of a
diabetic attack. Hagge called to the caddie
shack for a new caddie and two of them
showed up. The two caddies began to argue
and eventually a third caddie won out.
Number three carried her clubs until the
11th hole where he was stopped by a man in
the middle of the fairway. The man turned
out to be a plain clothes policeman and he
arrested number three. "I heard later that
he was being charged with murder," Hagge
said. "I began to cry. I just couldn't handle
it. It had been a rough day." A volunteer
from the gallery came out to carry her clubs
for two holes before a regular caddie was
able to take over and finish the round. "I
couldn't figure it out," Hagge said, "I wore
deodorant and everything."
British Open winner, Seve Ballesteros
doesn't like the receptions he gets when he
returns home from a big tournament win.
Most recently, Seve returned to Spain from
winning the British Open only to have the
Mayor of his own town, Juan Martija, greet
him by calling him "a dummy, an idiot a nd
a prima donna." Seve said that he had only
asked the Mayor to live up to his election
year promise and build a nine hole golf
course. "Now he says he may build three

KEYNOTES: Heard in the hall: "What is
this I heard," said Jerry Carozza, Commis
sioner of Softball to Tom Carruso; "Are you
soreading the rumor that I've iust deve
loped a brand new pitch... a strike." Isn't
there some amendment against State and
Cliche?. . . Steve Sabol, Director of N.F.L.
Films, was asked how the films of the last
Super Bowl, called "Black Sunday" due to
the Raider's 38-9 rout, could be made excit
ing:"This will be NFL Film's answer to the
'Texas Chainsaw Massacre'. It's our first
'splatter' movie." . . . John Candelaria,
pitcher for the Pittsburgh Pirates, after hit
ting his first home run in 566 major-league
at-bats: "Did I know it was a homer? I had a
good idea. I've thrown so many to other
hitters I recognized the sound." . . . Henry
Tillman, Gold Medal boxer, was asked how
far away he grew up from the Los Angeles
Sports Arena, where the Olympic boxing
was held: "About 3'/2 Or 4 miles, depending
on the traffic," Tillman said . . . Wilt
Chamberlain says he will challenge the
international rules and compete in the
volleyball at the 1988 Olympics. Even
though Wilt will be 51 years old, he still
only weighs 275, at 7-1, and is in great
shape . . . Casey Stengel ruminating:
"Going to bed with a woman never hurt a
ballplayer. It's staying up all night to look
for them that does you in." . . . Peter
Kenyan distance runner, now at Washing
ton State, was asked about the training
conditions in his homeland, and responded;
"It's a jungle out there." . . . The Olympic
archer from New Zealand, Neroli Fairhall,
who competes from a wheelchair, was
asked whether that was a hinderance: "I
don't know. I've never shot standing up."
. . .Lyle Alzado of the Los Angeles Raiders:
"I never met a man I didn't want to fight."
. . . Detroit Lions defensive tackle Doug
English, on Cleveland Browns center Mike
Baab: "He moves the pile. He's as strong as
nine acres of onions.". . . Buffalo Bills nose
tackle Fred Smerlas was asked if he en
joyed playing against New England Patri
ots center Pete Brock: "I wouldn't say I
enjoy playing against him, unless you'd say
I'd enjoy playing against a bulldozer with
hair." . . . Coach of the Olympic Basketball
Team, Bobby Knight of Indiana, when a
sportswriter praised him for the winning
"team concept" he had instilled in the play
ers: "Yeah, I'd like to see 10 of you egomani
acs get together and write a column."

Imagine that! Who in their right mind
would come during the fifth frame of a
Phillies-Bucs contest, especially when
Leftv is on the mound?
For all intents and purposes, they should
have stayed home and watched the high
lights on the news. Not only would they
have saved some gas and the price of park
ing, they would have also avoided South
Philly's version of the Firecracker 500
which gets underway immediately follow
ing each and every game.
Anyway, back to the doubleheader.
All our efforts almost went down the
drain when a heavy thunderstorm halted
game action in the top of the tenth.
Luckily, while we persisted, the rains did
not. After we took refuge in a concourse the
first game resumed after only a 20-minute
delay. By that time though, we had man
aged to "find" our way into one of the corpo
rate boxes — the coup d'etat.
Well almost. I still have not made it into
the dugout . . . yet.

Alumni
Connection
by Alice J. Solomon,

Class of '85 Representative
to the Board of Directors
of the Alumni Association.
The Law Alumni Office has scheduled a
Fall Phonathon for October 1-4 and October
8-11 to be held at the law school. Alumni
from all of the classes will be participating.
All students are invited to join the alumni
on any or all of these evenings. Each even
ing commences at 6:00 with dinner fol
lowed by orientation at 7:00. Phone calls
W(ill be made from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Inter
ested students are asked to see Mary Bux
ton in Room 45 as soon as possible.
The annual VLS Alumni Reception and
the Philadelphia Bench-Bar Conference
was held at Bally's Park Place, Atlantic
City, New Jersey on Saturday, September
22,1984. The Law Alumni voted on amend
ments to the by-laws of the Alumni Associ
ation and elected its officers. This year
marks the Alumni Association's first Juneto-June Section year. Before this year, the
Association operated on a January-toJanuary election year. The change was in
stituted in order for the Association's
activities to coincide with our academic
year.
Watch this column for news of the activi
ties of the VLS Alumni Association
throughout the year, including the Alumnisponsored "Third Year Brunch" to be held
in the Spring semester.

Gourmet Junk Food
ONLY AT

Campus Corner
PtZZA, STEAKS,
HOAGIES & DELI
Speedy Take-Out And
Delivery Service

Phone: 527-3606

Open 'till 1:00 a.m., Sun.-Thurs.,
'till 2:00 a.m., Fn. & Sat.
Located On Edge Of Campus At
Spring Mill & Lancaster
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Reaganomics

Judge Reimel

(Continued from page 3)
four years, using six percent as an estimate
of the normal unemployment rate, we find
a predicted decline in inflation of about 5%
points — just about what actually oc
curred. And, one must still figure out how
much of this is just an effect of the drastic
decline in the prices of agricultural and
petroleum products on the world market.
And, how much is a result of the over
valued U.S. dollar. There seems to be no
room left for Mr. Reagan to take credit on
the inflation front.
Family incomes, after adjustment for in
flation and taxes, did rise from 1980 to 1984
by an average of 3.5 percent. However,
when measured against historical stand
ards, this represents a rather modest gain.
In the 1970s, the average four year gain
was 5.1 percent and 11.3 percent duringthe
1960s.
What is most striking, though, is how
this gain has been distributed through the
socio-economic strata of our nation. A re
cent study by the non-partisan Urban Insti
tute divided the nation's families into five
groups of equal number, ranked according
to their incomes. The fifth of families with
the highest real disposable incomes saw
them rise 8.7 percent under the Reagan
administration. The second fifth (the
upper-middle class) received a raise of al
most 3.4 percent, but the third fifth (those
exactly in the middle) experienced a raise of
less than one percent in their family in
comes. The fourth fifth (the lower middle
class) showed a fall of 1.7 percent. The real
horror was for the bottom 20 percent who
had to face an average decline of 7.6 percent
in their annual family income.
The lower income groups, which now
include a large portion of the middle class,
actually lost more than they gained as in-

"OH THE UPSWINW"
flation eroded the value of the personal ex
emptions and put them in higher tax
brackets. Cutting gapital gains taxes and
top income-tax brackets has little meaning
to most families. And a 25 percent "across
the board" reduction in tax rates raises
disposable income 10.7 percent for high in
come groups paying 30 percent of their in
come in taxes. While the equivalent raise
for low income groups, paying 10 percent of
tneir mcome in taxes, would only be 2.8
percent.
The real difference between the Carter
and Reagan administrations becomes ob
vious when you- single out the election
years of 1980 versus 1984. This year the
economy is anticipated to grow, while dur
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ing Carter's last year, the GNP actually fell
0.8 percent. Thus, while the economy grew
at nearly the same rate on average under
Carter and Reagan, the year-to-year
growth patterns were substantially differ
ent. Under Carter we experienced rapid
growth early in the term and recession
when election time approached. Under Rea
gan it is precisely the other way around.
Will you vote for Reagan just because he
happened to be in office when the economy
took a predictable, though slight, upswing.
Or, will you vote for Reagan come about
because he lives up to his promises?
ed. note: Thanks to Madeline Bialecki for
invaluable assistance on this article.

A Little Nip Here, A Tuck There

Extensive Facelift For Garey l-laii
(Continued from page 1)
said Associate Dean Garbarino. Presently,
one office is used as a reception and infor
mation area, another is home to the new
Word Processing Center, and the remain
ing office is used by the Registrar.
Garbai mo stressed the importance of the
new equipment in the Word Processing
Center for both faculty and students, and
identified Dean Murray as the leading force
behind this improvement. The new word
processing system will be especially conve
nient in light of the fact that there has been
an increase in the scholarly work of the
VLS faculty, some of whom are working on
books.
The final major renovation to the physi
cal plant at VLS involved theroovingof the

Legal Writing Instructors from Room 1 to
the old "Law Review West" room. "Law
Review West" was not a heavily used room,
according to Garbarino. It was used as a
spillover room by the Law Review. This
summer it was converted into two attrac
tive offices for the four legal writing in
structors. "The new location provides for a
quieter atmosphere than there was in
Room 1 (next to the cafeteria). The student
receiving help now only has one other in
structor in the room besides the one assist
ing him, instead of three other instructors
as in the past," said Garbarino.
Room 1 will now be used as a multipur
pose room. One of its functions will be to
provide a space where visiting adjunct law
professors can "hang their hats". The Law
Review will also be able to use the room

during certain hours. In addition, the Placement Office will use Room 1 for interview
ing. "We're getting a lot more utility and
functionality out of both rooms" com
mented Dean Garbarino.
Concerning future changes. Dean Garba
rino indicated an interest on the part of last
year's graduating class in improving the
coffee room downstairs. Preliminary solici
tation has taken place amoung member^ of
the Class of 1984, and Dean Garbarino feels
that this will "bear fruit." As for the near
future, student mail slots should be in
stalled on the back wall of the coffee room
within the next month.
Dean Garbarino asserted, "We feel there
was a lot accomplished during the summer,
and believe these changes will benefit stu
dents and make life more pleasant."

(Continued from page 1)
illness. I always knew him as a very sensi
tive man, with much sympathy, compas
sion for the underdog."
A Villanova alumnus, the Reverend Fa
ther Francis McGuire, said " . . .JudgeReimel sought after and attained power, to use
it in the best interests of us all. He was a
man not of superabundant riches, but a
man who enjoyed the riches of society, the
riches of his labors and his talents. He was
a man who pursued and attained honor and
all these not for himself, but in the inter
ests of his fellow man."
Father McGuire also spoke of Judge Reimel's role in developing Villanova's Law
School, remembering, "I shared the heart
aches and the trials and tribulations of Uni
versity administrator who was trying to
develop and found a School of Law that
might be worthy of its name and worthy of
the virtues in our society which law pro
tects. He was one of the greatest assets I
had in those days of 20-odd years ago when
by his counsel, his advice, his skill and his
patience, he helped to bring into being the
Villanova University School of Law and so
this morning, I would merely like to say in
behalf of the University which is ours, Vil
lanova, that the power and the riches and
the honor which he sought after and at
tained, he was happy to share with the
University that he loved."
A member of the first class of Villanova
Law School, David P. Truilli, Esq., was
Judge Reimel's law clerk for three years. "I
recall a particular occasion when I was
combing the law books and I had great diffi
culty finding authority for a difficult point
and the judge was quick to say in an uncon
cerned manner, Dave, don't worry about it.
He said you are the court, you are me, and
together we shall make new law . . . Over
the years. Judge Reimel made note of all
special occasions involving those for whom
he had concern by sending them personal
messages. . .Judge Reimel believed in help
ing young attorneys. . .Judge Reimel was a
man of warmth, poise, high motives, great
courage and great mind."
A peer. Judge Ethan Allen Doty said, "I
consider Judge Reimel a good, sound Judge
and in legal circles he was known as such.
Competent, scholarly, considerate, com
passionate and always fair in every way, he
earned the respect of Bench and Bar, alike.
He had what all Judges valued most, good
judicial temperament. Time will not erase
our memory of this great humanitarian."
Finally, Judge Reimel's own words were
voiced at the Memorial Service to illumi
nate the spirit so many revered shared.
Judge Reimel wrote, "The ideal man who
can thus convey the message of the brother
hood of man is one whose whole aim and
purpose is to calm rather than to inflame
passions and to show understanding rather
than prejudice. He is one whose only wea
kness is the human sympathy which ban
ishes melancholy and all ills which beset
us."
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Psst! Hey Buddy - Wanna Buy An Outline?
by Herb Abramson
Many were the surprises of first year law
school at Villanova: the quirky air condi
tioning of rooms 29 and 30, the architec
tural inspiration that caused human
grid-lock outside those same rooms several
times a day, the Socratic method of teach
ing (must Socrates be blamed for THAT as
well as for corrupting the young and intro
ducing new gods?), to name just a few. But
nothing amazed me as much as the allprevasiveness of outlining, something I
thought was almost as far behind me as
thumbsucking.
Outlines tormented me during the first
year of law school as much as they did in
grammar school. Way back then teachers
touted them as the key to good writing.
Roman numerals, indentation, upper case
letters, indentation, Arabic numerals, in
dentation, lower case letters, indentation,
numbers within parentheses, indentation,
letters within parentheses. Remove the let
ters and numbers, straighten out the lines,
add something called transition, and you
have a first class essay that should be
worth at least five bucks from the old man.
My problems back then were that first I
had nothing to say about my weekends, my
summers, myself, or that great treasure
house of school themes, American demo
cracy, and second, I could not keep the for
mat straight. Fortunately teachers rarely
brought up the subject of outlines. They
dredged up outlining only when they were
determined to be obnoxious.
In law school the professors had only to
say the word outline, as in "when you start
outlining in November . .
and my trai
torous colleagues sharpened their felt
tipped pens and brought out virgin ring
binders. Weren't reading and briefing the
(%ses enough? After spending endless
hours sorting out plaintiff, defendant, ap
pellant, appelee, petitioner, respondent,
and why they kept suing each other, we
were to reduce the wicked physician who
promised a perfect hand and the laid-back
lawyer who never got around to inter
viewing those witnesses to bloodless out
lines.
Preparing outlines apparently soothed
nerves and cleared consciences. An individ
ual could ease into the cafeteria at 8:30 on a
Monday morning and raise his voice above

the smell of wretched, weak, almost undrinkable coffee and announce, "I outlined
contracts yesterday." Bursts of cheers and
applause. He's'ready for exams! Others,
though, did not have the time to both figure
out who is suing whom for what AND write
outlines. Acquiring and copying other peo
ple's outlines therefore became a major preexam pastime. You could judge how close
exams were by the action at the copying
machines. One person in particular was so
often either in line at the copier or dropping
nickels into the slot that I finally concluded
that copying outlines was her only form of
studying.
There is a premium on the outlines of
high grade-point-average upperclasspeople. They did well on their exams,
therefore their outlines must have been
good. One of my colleagues drifted into the
cafeteria brandishing a forty page docu
ment which she said was the work of a
second year law review student who re
ceived an A in the course. She generously
offered to make copies for others and
within eleven seconds took as many orders.
Student prepared outlines are really an
end of semester phenomenon. Not so the
omnipresent commercially prepared out
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lines or, as they are politely called, "study
aids." Their cheerful plastic covers ob
truded from the first. Two self-assured
orientation guides who, the day before
classes began, pointed out the library and
cafeteria to we innocents, and selfassuredly said that their grades went up
when they started using commerical out
lines. They said the professors were
against them.
The professors, however, encouraged the
use of commercial outlines. They did this
principally by warning students not to get
them. "The worst thing you can do now is
to get the outhnes," said one. Not using the
commercial outlines had something to do
with learning how to brief a case. I was just
about dozing through the third or fourth
warning against those satanic products
when something stirred me. The professor,
who only minutes before had been raking a
student over the coals for not being able to
explain the three sets of numbers and let
ters following a Supreme Court decision,
was happily disporting his knowledge by
giving a critical review of all the major out
lines. Gilbert, Legalines, Emanuel, Casenote, Nutshell. He knew and read them all
— an outline junkie! While telling us that
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fools we would be to buy them, he gave us
the history of commercial legal outlines,
noting which was the oldest, the best,
which were improving, which contained
the most errors.
These outlines proved an irresistable
temptation. There are outlines written by
law professors, who must at least approve
of the outlines they themselves have writ
ten. These outlines must be authoritative
because some of the authors are also the
editors of the casebooks. There are also
outlines prepared by enterprising students
who recently graduated from distinguished
universities. These must also be authorita
tive. After all, the authors had just been
through the mill and knew what the profes
sors want. There are outlines prepared by
teams of plain old lawyers who do not give
their academic pedigrees. These are also
authoritative because teams of lawyers
practice law and must know what is impor
tant.
In short, there is a commercial outline for
every need. There are outlines that read
like outlines, outlines that read like prose,
outlines that learnedly cite hornbooks, out
lines that just summarize cases and ex
cerpt the holdings, outlines that
summarize cases and then tell you what
the cases mean, outlines almost as thick as
the casebooks, outlines that prepare you for
the bar exams, outlines held together by
rings, and outlines held together by glue. In
my mind the words law school and outlines
are forever Crazy Glued.
The first year of law school fairly heaved
with new tensions. The feeling on the first
day of classes was a little like entering first
grade again. By the year's end it was possi
ble to conclude that the experience was un
settling rather than terrifying. Our
orientation guides had promised that be
fore the year ended a light would switch on
and, mixing their metaphors, pull every
thing together. I never felt or saw the light
switch on, but maybe they really meant a
dimmer switch that gradually let more cur
rent through. Everything, mixing my met
aphors, sounds different now. Did the
outlines help? I don't know. In my opinion
the great defeat of commercial outlines is
the cumbersome, awkward prose in which
they are wirtten. They put me to sleep. But
rest is important too.
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I Have A Recommendation
by Hiliary Shattuck
Member of Placement Committee

Students beginning their search for
summer and full time legal jobs should be
aware of some of the basic rules for seeking
recommendations for potential employers.
Most importantly, the Law School Admin
istration and the Placement Committee en
courage you freely to ask the faculty
members for recommendations. They are
necessary in any job search, and provide
employers with a view beyond the tran
script and interview. Most faculty
members are quite willing to give students
a reference. More than a few are anxious to
see us obtain legal employment. The recom
mendation is, in fact, part of the professor's
job, and even the Dean himself is willing to
provide recommendations for law students
in good academic standing.
The student must, in some sense, "culti
vate" a professor. Any student wants more
than the professor's grudging admisson
that he/she attended class and turned in a
Blue Book in May. Establish enough of a
relationship to give your professor some
thing good to say — if not about your high
grades, then about your energy, effort and

particular interest. The professor cannot
do this alone, of course. Hard work and a
willing expression of some thought will
draw the recognition you need.
Once you have asked, you must follow
up to see if the recommendation actually
arrived in the employer's hand. It is proper
to check in with your professor to see if the
letter was sent, and it is proper to ask
him/her to check on a delay, which might
be caused by a typing backlog or a simple
error. A faculty member willing to recom
mend you for legal employment will want
the recommendation to arrive in enough
time to be useful. The faculty and Adminis
tration recognize that recommendations
can indeed make the difference in getting
the job, but the final responsibility is yours
to make sure the reference is complete and
timely.
In any case, each student has access to
his/her law school file maintained by the
Administration. All recommendations, if
sent, should appear there. The student
may actually see his/her recommendations
(unless he/she has waived that right) and
make sure it has been forwarded.
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Abdul crawls out from under the rock

OFF THE BALL
by Sean Abdul O'Grady
Huh? What's that vou said? It's time for
school? Get the calendar out of my face! I
don't care if it's October, I'm not getting out
of bed. I like it here. Besides, that schedule
says that I have to take two Taggart
courses this semester! I didn't sign up for
those. I couldn't'a been that drunk last se
mester, could I? It must be Dean O'Brien's
revenge on me. Syd Wymp told me that I'd
get it in the long run. Maybe I can drop
those courses. What month is this?
Well, who would'a thunk it? Abdul has
made it to 3L. It wasn't easy. Abdul spent
all last semester cramped behind Packel's
coat rack with a camera. Without those
pictures Abdul couldn't have gotten the C
minus he did. Oh, ihanks also to K.T. and
her high school cheerleading outfit. Two
semesters ago Abdul had to go three days
without food or .water as he hung sus
pended above the drop ceiling in the faculty
lounge. I felt like Peter Pan. If it hadn't been
for Steve Taylor holding the mirror in the
corner I would have been lonely too. But
Abdul, as always, got his pictures and got
the 1.75 CPA to keep him at this fine insti
tution. Hey, by the way, does anybody
know where Abdul can get a bankruptcy
outline from last year's debtor-creditor?
This semester, though, is going to be dif
ferent. We have a new Dean . . . and Abdul
hasn't been able to get any pictures of him
yet. Unfortunately, compounding this mis
fortune, things took an ugly turn this
summer. Dean Murray showed up at Ab
dul's summer residence on Pootalow Island
in Tibet. It seems that the Dean, having
been forwarned by numerous professors
who shall soon pay for their indiscretions,
had pictures of Abdul and another Muslim
involved with soft yogurt, barnyard anim
als and a 500 pound Buddha. Abdul might
have been able to weather the scandal if the
Dean had been more reasonable. When
those pictures appeared in the Irish
Muslim Daily Minaret and Pub Crawler, it
really put the brakes on the ABDUL FOR
PRESIDENT campaign. There I was gath
ering momentum and the Dean rained all
over my parade. (My speechwriter Ed
White wrote that last line, good . . . ain't
he?). Write-in votes will, of course, still be
accepted.

George "the animal" Chou swinging for the
fences. "I had to get some extra B.P.," said
Chou after the game. During the game, Chou
committed seven errors at third base and
struck out five times. "I could'a mailed that
game in!" said Chou.

Abdul wasn't even going to return to Villanova. School here is much like the story
of the man who is banging his head on the
wall. When Abdul asked him why he was
doing this, the man replied, "Because it
feels so good when I stop!" But, Abdul has
returned. The months spent in Tibet were
not idle. After the Dean left, Abdul went
into a deep meditation. If it were not for the
telepathic excitement generated by the
USFL title game and the baseball pennant
races Abdul would still be asleep. . . I mean
meditating.
Upon awakening Abdul found himself
one with a whole new philosophy towards
law school. Abdul is born a-Zen. That-s
right. The path to true legal enlightenment
is found by adopting the teachings and
ways of Zen Law School masters. It is not
necessary to have the trappings and facili
ties of an actual law school building in
order to learn the law. Law is inside of you.
Books are not needed. Class attendance is a
waste of time. It is best to spend as much
time as possible in bed contemplating the
law that is within us all. Any effort exerted

towards learning the law is fruitless, it will
only set you back. Books are structure, no
man can structure the true law. Zen is the
way. Abdul's going back to bed as soon as
he finishes typing.
LESS FILLING! TASTES GREAT! Who
knows, who cares? It turns out that those
commercials can cause serious injury. At
the end of the First Annual Miller Lite Soft
ball Game, John Madden crashes through a
paper billboard. It seems that the idea fasci
nated Billy Martin, who got them to set up
a paper billboard for him. Billy dove
through head first. "He skinned his arms
but got up laughing," said Madden. "By
now everybody was out there laughing, es
pecially big Ben Davidson, who played def
ensive end on the Raiders for me.
" 'More paper,' Ben called in his hoarse
voice. 'I want to do that.'
" 'There's no more paper.' One of the
workmen said. "If you're going to break the
fence, you'll have to go through one of the
wooden panels.'
" 'What the hell, why not?' Ben said.
" 'Without another word, Ben crashed
through one of the wooden panels. He got
up laughing and ran over to me.
" 'Hey, Coach,' he said, 'remember when
I did that?'
"I remembered. At practice once, our def
ensive players were under orders not to
tackle the ball carrier, just touch him. Ben
got so frustrated that on the last play of
practice, he chased a ball carrier all the way
across the field, touched him and kept on
running toward the wooden fence that sur
rounded the practice field. Crash,"detailed
Madden, "he went right through the fence
and took a whole panel of splintered wood
with him.,
"They never change." added Madden.
Softball can be painful unless it is treated
properly. After all, you wouldn't want your
sister to get Softball. But, here is this man,
Jerry Carozza, openly advocating the play
ing of Softball on every weekday afternoon.
I think it is shameless and disgusting. I
mean, after all, these are mature people.
Anyway, who wants to play a game that
causes Andy Worthington to slice the air
three times for the Big "K"? After all,
what's a softball between friends.
Major League baseball has lost all semb
lance of normality. Who are these teams
and why did they have to ruin Abdul's pre
season predictions? Of all the nerve. There
is only one race left to pick: the American
League West. Abdul's Altered-To-Meet—
Reality Feerless Forecast predicts that the
California Angels will take the division
title. The World Series will be a four game
sweep with the Chicago Cubs beating out
the Detroit Tigers. The Twins and the Pa
dres might have had a chance if they had
picked up the option on a Latin player: Fidel
Castro. The Sporting News Record Book
says that Castro once pitched in an exhibi
tion game against the Rochester Red
Wings. Castro pitched one inning and
struck out t wo batters: Senor Cigar Smoke.
All that pennant race garbage aside, the
real question is which team is the heavy
weight rock-em, sock-em, champion of
baseball. Usually it is easy to pick the
winner of this post-season category, but
this year there are many more contenders
for the title. Should the winner be Atlanta,
San Diego, Cincinnati, Chicago (White
Sox), or Detroit. The intrepid DOCKET
sports staff was unable to separate the top
contenders (figuratively that is) so Abdul
had to come up with a tie breaker. Abdul
figured that if he could pick the dirtiest
player in baseball, then his team will get
the overall nod. But, that didn't even work.
How do you choose between Mario Soto and
Pascual Perez? Neither one of them has an
ounce of guts. Major League Baseball
would have been better off if Perez had
never found his way to the stadium at all.
Perhaps you can decide whether it is worse
to throw the ball at someone's head pointblank while their back is turned; or, to
throw the inside "purpose pitch" with im
punity and then run into the club house
and lock the door behind you when a fight
inevitably breaks out. Mario Soto did the
first and Pascual Perez continues to do the
second. You choose.
Dave Kingman, of the Oakland A's, says
that all you need to succeed in baseball is
confidence. Batting practice . . . what'$
that? Kingman says he hasn't been in the
cage in over two months: "If things aren't
going quite right, you need batting prac

tice," Kingman said. "You get in the cage
and work up your confidence. But I've got
all the confidence I need. I don't want to
risk getting any bad habits." (Like swing
ing for singles instead of the fence, Dave?)
Eddie Murray, of the Baltimore Orioles,
also downplays some of the traditional ad
vice that baseball players are given at all
stages of their development; "I hear people
even now who say they can pick up the
rotation on a slider, or see the dot on a
slider, and all that stuff. "Man," Murray
said, "just go up and hit the ball." The
formula seems to work for Eddie who has
been the most consistent player in baseball
over the last seven years, in spite of having
a bad left eye. This should be the year for
Murray to win the A.L. M.V.P. The N.L.
M.V.P. will be Ryne Sandburg, and the Cy
Young winner: Rick Sutcliffe, both of the
Cubs.

National Football League Players Associa
tion published a handbook for its members
which included a 77 page list profiling a
total of 847 players' agents.
Now, Abdul may be dull, but even he has
noticed that there is a concerted effort afoot
to invade his consciousness. Some group
has been hanging signs at all major sport
ing events, and I do mean all, that are no
thing more than references to biblical
passages. At first the signs only referred to
John 3:16. This football season has brought
out an entirely new crop of signs including
Revisions and other biblical passages. Who
is doing this? What's it all about? Why
won't they leave me alone?
Abdul will be herewith starting a new
file for monthly research by the ever so
intrepid Docket sports staff: the Captain
Frank Kush File. Now that the Colts have a
new home (read dome) the action should

Jerry "Bowie" Carroza, the much maligned Cornish of Softball.

Yogi Berra had another of his one-of-akind insights into the intricacies of base
ball. Yogi attributed Mickey Mantle's
ability to hit so well from either side of the
plate to the fact that Mickey was "natu
rally amphibious." Someone asked Mel
Hall of the Cleveland Indians, late of the
Chicago Cubs, why he always keeps three
batting gloves in his back pocket; "So I can
wave to everyone as I circle the bases after
a home run." A new record for all of organ
ized baseball was set the other day in Ver
mont of the AA League. Waterbury's Rick
Stromer was the recipient of seven consec
utive walks issued by Vermont pitchers.
The old record was six, held by Jimmie
Foxx (Boston Red Sox, 1938).
The U.S.F.L.'s Summer Bowl drew a 9.7
T.V. audience, almost double the average
rating for regular season games. That is
the good news. The bad news is that the 9.7
was one slot behind a "Dukes of Hazard"
rerun and earned only 41st place in the
weekly ratings. Go get 'em Boss Hogg. The

really heat up. Colt defensive end Donnell
Thompson was given a four week suspen
sion for "dreaming up injuries." Abdul
knows that good ol' Frank would never per- _
manently hurt a player by forcing him to
play injured, just like Professor Rothman
would never ask a student a question the
student couldn't answer (right P.J. ?).
Kush, known for his tact, addressed his
new Indianapolis (boy is it weird to type
that) fans thus: "I want you to know that I
am not prejudiced (sure, he hates everyone
. . . Abdul couldn't resist) so I brought
along a German, a Jew, a black, and I don't
know what that other guy is. I can make
these kind of statements because I'm a foot
ball coach, and football coaches get fired for
losing, not making political statements."
Gem of a human being, that Kush is. Abdul
can only pity the poor people of Indianapo
lis who must not have known enough about
Kush and Irsay when they adopted the
Colts.
(Continued on page 9)

Tuesday, October 2
11:30-1:30 p.m. — Women's Network Lunch-in, cafeteria
Thursday, October 4
11:40 p.m. — Placement Committee, room 3
Friday, October 5
7:30 p.m. — Docket Recruitment Dinner
Wednesday, October 10
6:00-7:30 p.m. — PA Women's Campaign Fund Reiser
Tueday, October 16
11:30-1:00 p.m. — Women's Network Lunch-in, cafeteria
Thursday, Later October
Women's Law Caucus, Supreme Court Trip, Washington, D.C.
Saturday, October 20
National Lawyers Guild Demonstration in Philadelphia to protest U.S. intervention
in Central Anierica.
Saturday, October 27, 9:(X) a.m. - 4:00 p.m. — Trial Advocacy Foundation of Pa.
Seminar: How to confidentially evaluate and negotiate personal injury cases. Hershey
Hotel, Broad and Locust, Philadelphia. Student price $13.50.
Thursday, November 17
7:00 D.m — Women's Law Caucus Career Dinner, cafeteria
Look for Phi DELTA PHI Events (thanks to Steve Meztow)
• Picnic on the Philadelphia Art Museum Steps catered by Pat's Steaks, followed
by Museum Tour
• Party/Dance Cruise on the scenic Delaware
• Volleyball Tournament
ACROSS THE TRACKS
MOVIES AT THE CONNELY CENTER
October
2: What's New Pussycat?, 6:45 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. (50<t)
4, 5: Flash Dance, 6:45 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. ($1.50)
6, 7, 8: Entre Nous, 7:00 p.m./Sun. 3:30 and 7:00 p.m. ($1.50)
.' 9: The Outlaw Josey Wales, 6:45 and 9:00 p.m.(50<f)
25, 26: Friday the 13th, 6:45 and 9:00 p.m. ($1.50)
,

